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Campus feels Gonzalez should be returned
SUFI WMIIK

As the debate concerning

and his

phone interviews, while students

it Elian should he sent hack to Cuba

education system in Cuba

Spinelli

Others point in those who have

questionable return to Cuba continlies, most people on the Howling
Green campus seem to share the

were polled via e-mail. An over
whelming majority oi those asked
believe that Elian should go back to

spent tune in Cuba as pan ol a group
ol educators studying the schools ol
the communist country. Although it

already immigrated from Cuba as
the source ol the political tug of

same opinion

Cuba to be with his lather.

to be with his father. Eighty-five
percent of those responding agreed
that the best situation fot the child is
to IK1 with a loving parent. Many

year-old
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Elian Gonzalez

six-

"as 20 years ago. Spinelli said that
he has kept up with the subject lie

pointed out thai there has not been
Professors
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consider
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structured educational system in
which
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have then
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Spinelli
added
tli.it many ol the problems which we

interests ol the child and not political issues." said graduate student
Dana lihppova "What would we

have in oui country, such a- school

do if this child were American?
Obviously, want him sent to his dad

All agieed that the best interest ol
Elian needs to be the Incus of the

Why should it be different it the

government's decision

child has different citizenship?"
Jillion

leinauei. a sophomore

music performance major, disagreed
with this sentiment "I think he
should stay here with his relatives
The I' S would be a better place foi
him to be raised." she said.
When asked whethet it is more
important for any child to be with a
parent m live in a free democratic
country, Feinauei added that it is
important lot a child to grow up in a
democracy.

graph Herald in Dubuque. Iowa,
Elian's lather was quoted, defending
the benefits which the boy would
have growing up in Cuba. "Here
(Cuba), he has health cue and education tree," Gonzalez said

ily's home in Miami, after having some fun in their front yard with the media Friday.

Joseph

Spinelli.

a

University

geography professor defended the

then ability 1" effect American politics," lennifei

Van Hook, another

sociology professot said "It is I
shame that the U S would think of
passing a law to grant citizenship
because ol this one case "

■ National

Poll

The sonnet this conies to an end
the bettei. also seems to he a populai
notion
Sociology
professor
Susan
Brown points to political chaos and
constant media attention as a potential harm to the 6-year-old.

"All (he legal maneuvering vouid
b: detrimental to the child's menial
andemoiion.il health." Brown said
Another student called the gifts
to stay in the country She empha
sized that the U S would give him a
bettei lite economically, but asks "Is
that what he really wants '"
Blame has also been placed on
the U.S. and Cuban governments.
"I feel sorry lor the boy." Spinel
It said. "He's being tossed around

GONZALEZ - Elian Gonzalez, 6, is carried by family spokesman Armando Gutierrez into the fam-

'The whole issue speaks of the
Cuban population in the U.S. and

violence, do not occur in Cuba.

winch Elian has received "bribery"

In an Associated Press article
which appeared in the Nov. 30 Tele

Associated Press Photo

very

war

like a rag doll In the two governments."

56 percenl of Americans said they agreed
with INS's decision to
return Elian to Cuba.
• 90 percent of Cuban
Americans
believe
Elian should remain in
the U.S.
Information
taken
from a Time/CNN Poll
(1/17/00)

KING REMEMBERED
University server overload
Martin Luther King Jr.
irritates busy students
breakfast labeled success

ITS said MP3's, pei-sona/ websites contribute to sloivness
CRAIG GIFFORD
M vll REPORT! R
Most students have e mail ol
some type, oi connect to the world
wide web on a daily basis A number of these students have computers
and do this from then own looms.
however, many of them are upset
due lo ihe fact that they have had
trouble connecting to the Internet
due 10 the scivci being down often
According io Nick Qt>rrant. desk
top support manager I'm Information
rechnology Set vices, the reason lot
the seivci not being able lo function
properly is not due to equipment
failures, but because there is loo
much information being processed
into the mam server, toi that information to eel through."

Gorrant slated thai one ol the
main reasons that there is an ovct
load of information is "because ol
significant wrongful use of the network, through the usage of programs
such as MI'.Vs and personal webs."

clearing servei space going into the

"It is because these types ol pro
grams have significant file sizes that
othei networks, such as the Internet
can't gel through." (ionant said.

lion age, the University should be

According loTob) Singer, exe< u
live director of lls. the universities
mam network feeds both the residence halls as well as the resl ol the
campus, with each being connected
by a main route or switch.
"There have been no reported
problems m the labs oi offices, only
in the residence halls." Singei said
Man) Of the students feel that the
University could do a bettei tub with

STEFANIE SIZEM0RE
si vFF WRITER

residence halls.
"It is loo slow." said Chris lienton, a sophomore, technology education major,

"In today's inlotnu

able to have the capacity for higher
technology."
Tammy R,ak. a sophomore, computet arts major agieed. "Howling
(Ireen shouldn't be stuck in Ihe dark
ages with it's technology
According lo Currant. ITS is currently working with residence hie to
try and correct the problems and see
to it that ihe wrongful files and programs are not

run on computers

withm the residence halls

The Black Student Union held
the lust Martin Luther King Day
Breakfast yesterday morning in
Olscamp.
Ihe bullet -style breakfast was
seived lo more lhan 100 students
and members of the community in
honor of Martin Luther King's birthday.
Byron freeman, senior, psychol
ogy and telecommunications major
is president of the Black Student
Union and said the group was
pleased with the turnout
"We did expect around ISO people, hut for the lirst yeai lor this
event I was happy with the turnout,"
he said.
One of Ihe highlights of Ihe

breakfast v as the Voices ol Tomorrow Youth Choii from Toledo. They
were composed ol male and female
singeis ranging in age from 7 to 19
vice president ol the Black Stu
dent Union. Rickie Waugh. thought
the choir did an outstanding job
"The choir sang around seven
selections and they were amazing."
he said.
Along wiih Ihe choir, the Black
Student Union had guest speaker.
Jack Taylor, share his thoughts on
Martin Luther King Jr..
lie focused his speech on how
one individual can make a diffet
ence
"It was a really interesting speech
that he gave," Freeman said
lie
really piovcd his point that one per
son can make a difference just likeKing "
Overall Freeman and Waugh

were pleased with the event and said
the group is planning on holding the
event again next yeai
"We received nothing hut posi
me feedback aftei the breakfast,*1
Waugh said

"We .lie already plan

ning on holding the event again next
yeai "
The breakfast was iust one of two
events being held in honor ol King
Tonight at 8 p in in the Musical
Vrts Building there will be a performance sailed "I he Meeting." which
is ,i play aboul the fictitious meeting
between

Martin

I ulhei

King and

Malcolm \

University, LSU help cancer stricken girl with school, money
IRENE SHARON SCOTT
(HIM KlIMKim
Ihe University community and
I.anno Student I "nion ale .illenipiing
to make a young gill's tight against
cancel a little easici through monetary donations and tutors
Chelsea /.u.ile. a \2 year old
who suffers from Nun llodgkin's
Lymphoma. enjoys rollerblading
and listening to Kid Rock Het
die.mis and aspirations include
attending Ohio Slate University and
becoming a doctor, a model or an
architect. Although she hasn't given
up on hei dreams, hei spun is
indomitable as she battles against
cancel
"She is part ol the I SI family
and the University campus because
in a sense ol community she is connected lo all of us. and we aie to
her." s.nd Marcos Popovich. LSU
president. "It is our responsibility to
help out those who aie struggling in
our family Anything we can do to
help her gel through hei battle with
cancel, we're going to do it "

Ihe
University's
goodwill
attempts began in the beginning of
the academic school yeai when
Pamela Boehm.
.in ethnic studies
instructor, told
her
students.
friends and the
department
ol
ethnic studies ot
('helsea s conditions in Septembei
She said
/.nalc was having some difficulty
with Chelsea Zarate
school and need
ed additional tutoring so she would
n't fall behind in classes at Central
Middle School m Napoleon
As it stands. Ohio law only pays
lor one hour of tutoring for every
day of school missed.
Boehm.
who
has
known
Chelsea's mother Christina Reves
toi seven years, organized a group
of tutors. They tutor. Chelsea two
hours a day throughout the week. It
was through
'word ol mouth"

Boehm was able lo get students
involved and get additional assis
tance from Jeremy Neff. president ot
an
organization
for
education
majors.
Boehm s.ud she organized it so
thai Chelsea would have 10 additional hours of tutoring a week Students who tuioi set up a convenient
time with Reyes Some students
might tutor more than two hours.
Boehm said.
One of the tutors is Melissa Flores, a sophomore social woik major.
Juggling work, studies and raising
her two-year-old son laveon, Flores
lakes time out ot het schedule to
tutor Chelseain math and reading on
the weekends
"She is nice and keeps hope aloe
and believes she is going lo gel het
tci." she said "W'e often talk about
hei experience with cancer, bul
through it all she is |>osiiivc and has

faith.
Reves saul she is grateful foi the
tutors from the University
"They are great and ate really
helping her a lot." she said.

Aside from providing lulors. sev
eral LSU members raised money to
help Chelsea's family financially
Even though Reves gets assistance
from health insurance, Medicaid and
BCMII. ii doesn't supplement the
overall cost ol Chelsea s expenses
3 members of LSU, who'd lake
Boehm's migration and settlement in
(>hio class last semester, had taken it
upon themselves to lurlher assist the
Reyes/Zarate family by donating the
money raised from Latinopalooza,
Oct 23, to Chelsea's family.
At the event. LSU raised S700.
They continued to colled donations
toi Chelsea lor another month . On
Nov. 19. LSU members presented
leary eyed Christina Reves with a
check toi S2.000 at a benefit dance
toi Chelsea sponsoted by Rural
Opportunities, inc.. a suppott organization for migrant farm workers
and other rural poor.
Zarate was diagnosed with NonHodgkin's Lymphoma at age 7. in
1995. She has undcrwcnl six months
of chemotherapy
"By I99(i. doctors said the cancer

was in remission and il it didn't
come back within live years. Ihen
chances were slim (o none the cancel would occur." Reves saiu
During ihe summer, Chelsea has
been having her regular doctot
check-ups and her diagnoses was
healthy Vet large lumps began to
appear on her neck in August and

she was hospitalized immediately
Thiee years later, the cancer was
hack Chelsea is now forced 10 ttade
hei days ot rollerblading, hanging
out with het friends and going to
school loi long hospital si.os.
spinals taps, chemotherapy and loosing her redish black hair
"She was looking forward to her
hair hiss because she wouldn't have
io do her hair." Reyes said. "She is
comlortablc with her hair loss. However she wean, a hat because her
baldness might be uncomfortable to
others."
Meanwhile, her mother snuggles
with huge medical bills once again.
Reyes works tull-timc as a secretary
• See CHEISEA, page 7.

■ The BG men's basketball team knocks off
arch rival Toledo 93-76
behind Len Matela's 28
points.
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World
Brief
UNITED NATIONS — The
United Nations' first chief weapons
inspector for Iraq, Rolf Ekeus of
Sweden, was nominated yesterday
to head the new weapons inspection
agency despite concerns that Baghdad and its allies on the Security
Council would reject the candidate.
Secretary-General Kofi Annan
informed the president of the Security Council, Richard Holbrooke of
the United States, of his choice this
morning and was awaiting the council's response, spokesman Fred Eckhardsaid
SAN JOSE. Costa Rica — Former CIA director Adm. Stansfield
Turner was among 17 people injured
in a weekend airplane crash that
killed his wife, a U.S. couple and a
Spaniard. Costa Rican authorities
said Sunday.
Turner. CIA director under President Carter, was in a San Jose hospital Sunday. No details on his condition vvere available.
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King's wife urges Americans to honor
husband's memory by helping others
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Associated Press Photo
KING AWARD — Coretta Scott King, wife of slain civil-rights leader Martin Luther
King Jr., looks at Georgia Gov. Roy Barnes after Barnes proclaimed Monday, Jan.
17, 2000, King Day in Georgia.

ATLANTA — The America that the Rev. Martin Luther
King Jr. envisioned comes
closer to reality each time
someone reaches out to help
someone else, his widow said
Sunday at a service summit
convened in the slain civil
rights leader's honor.
'The greatness of a community is most accurately
measured by the compassionate actions of its members,"
Coretta Scott King said. To
serve, she said, quoting her
husband, all one needs is "a
heart of grace and a soul generated by love."
The summit at Georgia
State University and services
at King's church, Ebcnezer

The Nation Mothers march for young Cuban
In Brief
ASSOCIATED PRESS

CARLSBAD. Calif. — Every
day. millions of people see Carl Herrman's art work — and spit on it.
As a designer of at least 250 U.S.
postage stamps, he expects it.
Elvis Presley, Marilyn Monroe.
James Dean and Barbie — Herrman
has created some of the U.S. Postal
Service's most memorable stamps
since the agency moved away from
staid subjects such as flags and
eagles.
^_
NEW YORK — Hows David
Letterman doing? Well enough to
keep up with the football news and
to joke about it.
Letterman, host of "Late Show
with David Letterman" on CBS, was
in a private room at New York-Presbyterian Hospital recovering from
heart surgery.
"I spoke to Dave on the phone."
show producer Rob Burnett said
Sunday. "I asked. 'Dave, how do
; you feel?" and he said. Better than
Jimmy Johnson."'

HAVANA — Rows
upon rows of Cuban mothers — hundreds visibly
pregnant, others carrying
small children — marched
along a seaside boulevard
in Havana on Friday as
Fidel Castro's government
appealed to emotion in
demanding the return of 6year-old Elian Gonzalez.
"Bring back our son!"
the women cried, waving
Cuban flags as they
moved slowly up the
Malecon coastal highway
to the American diplomatic mission in Havana. "We
want our son!"
Cuban authorities estimated
that
100.000
women participated in
what it called the "March
of the Combatant Mothers."
The protest marked a
return to the larger demonstrations of early December, when hundreds of

thousands of people rallied in some of Cuba's
biggest gatherings since
the triumph of the revolution that brought Castro to
power 41 years ago.
Elian, the boy at the
center of the international
dispute, was found clinging to an inner tube Nov.
25 off the coast of Florida
after his mother, stepfather
and others died in a failed
attempt to reach U.S.
shores. He has been staying with relatives in
Miami who do not want to
send him back to Cuba.
Friday was the U.S.
government's
original
deadline for Elian return
to his father, Juan Miguel
Gonzalez. The U.S. Immigration and Naturalization
Service earlier ruled that
only the father can speak
for Elian on immigration
issues.
Attorney General Janet
Reno lifted the deadline to

give Elian's relatives in
Miami a chance to fight
for the boy in federal
court. Reno said this week
that only a federal court
has jurisdiction in the case
and rejected a Florida state
judge's order that Elian
remain in Miami until
Maa-h 6 to hear arguments
by his American relatives.
A sign outside the
American diplomatic mission in Havana on Friday
showed a portrait of the
first-grader behind a
chain-link fence, underscoring Cuba's position
that the boy has been "kidnapped" by relatives in
Miami.
Elian's young stepmother. Nelsy. was at the
head of the massive
march, pushing his halfbrother in a stroller. She
was flanked by Elian's
two grandmothers and
Vilma Espin, head of the
Cuban Federation of

Women and wife of Raul
Castro, the president's
brother and armed forces
minister.
Red, white and blue
Cuban flags fluttered amid
the sea of women stretching for blocks down the
Malecon as choppy ocean
waves splashed against the
coastal wall. A few men
and children also joined
the march.
Since his sea rescue.
Elian has been increasingly referred to in Cuba as
"our son." a boy hero symbolizing the government's
decades-long ideological
battle with Cuban exiles in
Miami. Rather than a
clash between two governments, the dispute over
Elian is a battle between
Cubans of differing political views living on both
sides of the Florida Straits.

a

Baptist, were the focal point
of Atlanta's King holiday
observances Sunday. King
would have turned 71 on Saturday.
On Monday, the federal
holiday honoring King. Vice
President Al Gore is scheduled to speak during a service
at Ebenezer Baptist Church,
and South African President
Thabo Mbeki, Gov. Roy
Barnes and Atlanta Mayor
Bill Campbell plan to lead a
march in King's honor.
Meanwhile, around the
country, several service activities are planned, including
blood drives, neighborhood
cleanups and Habitat for
Humanity
house-building
projects.
Community leaders in

New
Orleans plan to
announce a new gun buybackprogram.
In Boston, volunteers plan
to clean up trash near Northeastern University and holdan educational fair to teach,
youngsters about King's life,
and legacy. In Washington;
D.C., volunteers plan to reno-vate the Martin Luther KingHomeless Shelter.
The largest citywide ser.;
vice project is planned iri'
Philadelphia, where morethan 18.000 volunteers are!
expected to join in projects;
including planting trees/
painting schools, clearing outabandoned houses and sorting
groceries at food banks.

Women political leaders call
for transformation of politics
1970s. That increased to 12 percent
in the 1980s and 13 percent in the
1990s, she said.
"Despite the tremendous changes
in the world during this period,
woman's position in power hasn't
changed very much." she said.
The United Nations is reviewing
progress since the 1995 U.N. World
Conference on Women in Beijing.
Since then, the advancement of
women "has yet to be regarded as a
priority by many governments,"
Mrs. Aquino said.
"It seems that it is only when
women take matters into their own
hands that they are able to secure
their rights and privileges as full
human beings," she said.
Myanmar opposition leader Aung
San Suu Kyi noted that her political
activities are limited by the government. But in a videotaped speech,
she said she hoped Myanmar, formerly known as Burma, would
someday be free enough to host a
conference like this one.

ASSOCIATED PRESS

MANILA, Philippines — The
number of female lawmakers in the
world has increased by only one percentage point per decade — a figure,
according to women leaders gathering Monday, that shows they need to
"take matters into their own hands"
to transform politics.
"The time to act is now," said former Philippine President Corazon
Aquino. "We have much catching up
to do."
The three-day Global Forum of
Women Political Leaders will prepare strategies for the United
Nations to dramatically change politics and increase the number of
women leaders. Goals include
ensuring women take responsibility
for their own equality, share information and take "guns, goons and
gold out of politics."
Pippa Norris. a lecturer at Harvard University's Kennedy School
of Government, noted that women
accounted for about 11 percent of all
parliamentarians in the world in the
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We realize we don't have to waste your time explaining the virtues of the Internet. Let's just say
that at VarsityBcoks.com we've made the most of it. Not only can you save up to 40% on your
textbooks, but you'll also receive them in just one to three business days. All on a Web site that's
completely reliable and secure. What more do you need to know?

SAVE UP TO 40% ON TEXTBOOKS.
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heat)> Support your answer with
a proof.'

Most of the students wrote proofs of their
beliefs using Boyle's Law (gas ctxjls off
when it expands and heats up when it is
compressed) or some Variant.
»»»
One student, however, wrote the follow-

iwiUf.il
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55 One more tune
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50 Comic Sales
51 Entices
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60 Competent
63 Acquve

Ohio weather
,

,. JJi,Hell is expanding at a slower
rate than the rale al which souls enter
Hell, then the temperature and pressure in Hell will increase until all Hell
breaks loose,

Tuesday, Jan. 18
AccuWeather" lorecast for daytime conditions, high/low temperatures
Cleveland 26 /21

2. Of course, if Hell is .expanding at
a rate faster than the increase of souls

PS

Youngstown 24/19

S».f^h,1r¥K^o5r

are, we can expect the number of souk
in Hell to increase exponentially, j,- ..•,, So which is itMf we accept thepqsfujate,given to me by'Miss Theresa
Second, we look at the rate' 61 -Banyan during my freshman vear that
< hapge.of.the volume in Hell iMJcguie. .'It will be a cold night in Helf before I
' Boylcvs Law states that in order
leep with you' and take into account
temperature and pressure in Hett Wo the fact that I still have not succeeded
volum
;#§M •^ttPfe' t*r?!
«" <" HcJIibaflpMith her, ihen SI cannot be true, and
,to expand as souls are added. This
so Hell is exothermic.

First,
how the mass of Hell is
changing in time So,we
need to know the rate that
souls are moving into I lell
and the rate they are leaving. I think that we (an
safely assume that once a
soul gets to Hell, it will not
leave. Therefore, no souls
are leaving.
- SOIalCDD
As for now many S^uls,,
are entering Hell, let's look
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You get 'em, we get 'em. Forwards. Most of the time, we just look at these annoying
e-mails and hit the 'Delete' key. But once in a while, there's a forward that is quite
humorous. We here at Page 3® will strive to bring you forwards that you can read,
laugh at, then perhaps forward yourself.
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In 1881, Ambrose Bierce, working as the editor of the
San Francisco-based Wasp, penned his first installment
of The Devil's Dictionary. CH/eri century later, Bierce's
£• definitions are the most vv idely-qyajted American witt .
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Black, adj. and n. White. «^." '
•JiJMb'rrr i
Discriminate, v.i. To note the particulars in which
one person or thing is, if possible. rnbl6-objectionable than another.
•
Prejudice, n. A vagrant opinion without visible
means of support.
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The Department of Recreational Sports

News t

CBS Evening
News K

Wheel ol
FflflUM 1

j jopardy! -i

JAG Lie or Dealh" (In Slereo)

60 Minutes II (In Slereo) X

judging Amy 7e-c:. S.:.
Stereo)!

News It

ABC World
News ronlgnt

Enlertjlnment
lonighir

Hollywood
Squares I

Who Wants 10 Be a Millionaire
(In Stereo) I

Dharma &
Greg (Rl I

Sports Night
(in Stareofx

News jr

NBC Nightly
NewsTT

Drew Cany (In Frasler (In
Slereo) I
Sleieo) X

Just Shoot Me
In Si,-,.'. :;

Veronica's
Closel ■'

WMkplctStills

Business Rpl

Newshour With Jim lehiei I

Inside the Animal Mind ;in
Stereo) (Part 3 ol 3) I

Mova Lost on Everest (In
Stereo) JI

Frontline Hnn-school shooter Kfj Krnkel s lamiiv
arvj trends discuss h.s uoonnging (In Stereo) X

Althur In
Stereo) (El) I

Brainstorm
IEI)

Inside the Animal Mind iln
Stereol (Part 3 ot 3) I

Nova Lost * Everest ,lr<
Slereo) K

Frontline Hiolvachool shooter Ke Kmkers family
and tnends discuss his upbringing (In Stereo) X

Nmsliour With Jim Letatr IC
Home
Improvement

U.id Abcul
Seml.ld "The
Vou ,'ln Sleieo) '.Vi'iJ.; tr

Friends Ca-ol
goes into latxx

Tnatroa
Snow I

Simpsons
Sli-eoi T

Simpsons (h

Frlendslln
SI'i,- It

1 Owe Vou! The Ultimate
Challenge It

CABLE

n

':

Friends Carol
goes mo labor.

Malcolm In the Party ot Rva Fear and
Loalneig" (In SMrao) X
Middle -i .G
News

4 JO) Movie
"Vona-lonfy

COM

Satuiday Ninht Live Dafli
M.«»e Johnny Cleoj I

DailvShowlRy Win Ben
Stem's Money

Vour New House [Ri

Witd Discovery
LN R'

|Movie «»'; Every GHI Should Be Marram"
|(I9*8. Comedyi Caiy Grant, rjeiiy 0'ake

Movtamakars

On the Inside Cheerleaders"
(R)
College Bashelball Iowa at Inoiana (Lrvel

Spotlscenter 5

New Detectives Coroner's
Casebook" (Rl

Newas

Nghllme ■

Women on Weights

Dateline (In Stereo) X

News "

TonloMShow
ilSV-.Vi E

January 19, January 26 «& February 2, 2000

Newsradio In
Slereol I

uss

Wisconsin
Chari.e Rose
(In Ctnrec' X

Star Trek Deep Space Nina
For the Uniform" iln Stereo) I

U45)Movie tee'i Df3d
Poets Society' (1989) PG' I

Movie:*** Thelemmske' (1997. Drama) Man Damon. Claire Danes Arookie
awyer goes up agansi a big nsuranct company. (In Stereo) PG-13* (Vroienoe) X

HIST

20th Cenluiy' The Persian Gul
,'/.,- Rl
:

Odessa File (R) X

Premium
Blend

Movie: *«') lady via Cage"(19641A power
fa Jure traps a woman in her pnvain elevator
Com -Presents Daily Show

FBI Files Cracking the Carte:'
(R)

College Basketball Tennessee at Ftetda (Irve)

Assassinations That Changed
theWorlCiRoiPait l ol 4)

TIC

Blue "A Hole n Juan' (in
Stereo) (PA) X

IMovlaie..', aweforce (1947. Adventure) A
| sadistic guard drives prisoners lo plan a isiibrea*

HBO

SC. Fi

NTPO

News

Late Show In
Slereo) X

iOvte: *** ' Thrckas thieves' (1999)Hlval
Durgtars wage war according to a strict code R

Hltkw'a Henchmen Mengele
The Doctor ot Death'(RIX

Sopranos Tony adusts to his trie
as a new Doss (R) (In Stereo) X

NORAD: The War Game
Fortress R rr

Civil War Journal Stonewall
Jackson" (R)

FOX Sports News

'oughman
Woild Champ

ast Word (R)

Jnder the
Helmel |R)

Sliders MNIt
Slceo) S

lorni" (R) (In

Hovie: * •' i "Army of Darkness (1992. Honor) Bnjca Campbell
Demon hunter Ash is transported tweh lo the MdrJe Ages I

.an: The Sanaa "Nook" The
crew arnves on island planet I

.en The Sefies Manlrid cti't
he« tmd b-ood lor Kai X

Jovie: *• i Arrry of
Darkness' (1992. Horror) I

Home Aoaln

Homo Again

Trauma Ule in the ER "Usl
Stand (Rl

rreume: Lira In the ER
Survival Instocl" (R)

M Altar Death (R|

lite After Death Near-death
glimpses ot heaven and hall (R)

Trauma: Ufa In the ER
Survival Inshnot" (R)

R)

0X Sports
News Rewind

:ollege Basketball Temple al la SaM. (live)

Win Ben
Stein s Money

On the Inatde ^ heerieaders"
R)
Sportscenlar X

.asl v/ord

-r.otLi.ill No*s

n the Hs«ol ttie NWir last
Rails' (In Stereo) I

ER TnbeV (In Slereo) I

TNI

IBA tsasketball Portland Trail Blazers al Houston Rockets Compaq earner (In
Stereo Live) X

IAG Trinity

USA

Baywalch "SuDmeision
Si,-,-. «

Aovte: 'The Vary nay Letoumeay Story An-American Girr 12X0
>ama) A married teacher has an alia* with a 13-year-old student

VH1

£ 0)1 Movie: te* D TV
Jancr.g t I987i JemHei G'ey

(In

(In Stereo) X

Lisl Best Rock 1 Batons They
sit
1 ii
Were Stars

lehind the Musk C...,-Don
R; (in Stereo)

When:

Noon— 1 :OOpm

Where:

Student Recreation Center
Studio Weight Room

INHl Hockey Det'Oi' Red Wngs at Cakjary FLT«S Canadian Ajrine SaddkMJOtM.

Movie: ••• "All 0/Me'(1984 Comedy) Steve Maim L»i Toml.n
An heness' soul lakes over halt ot a lawyer's body

The Rrvers ct

ESPN

FS0

News «

STATIONS

AMC

DISC

3id Rock From Will > Grace
IheSiinlRjX iln SlertK)) .K

In

nude the NBA Movie: **'i "Jaws2 (1978.
Horror) Roy Scheder

.etoumeeu Live

00 Greatest Songs of Hock 'n' 100 Greatest Songs of Rock 'n'
RaB (R) (In Stereo)
Roll (In Slereo)

The Man/ Kary leroumeau
Story A*Amancan Our 00X1)
Jsl Best Front lehindthe
V..',,«
Mualc (R)

$20 for students and Rec
Sports members
Class Limit:

15 participants

n this class, participants will learn
the basics of weight training, proper
use of weights and the benefits of
resistance training.
For more information, please call 372-27 11. Stop by the
SRC Main Office to sign up.
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Secret soft money funds anti-reform column
"COLUMBIA. SC — Sadly, yei
another Washington-based special
interest group has launched a false
attack against Senator and presidential candidate John McCain in the
hopes of derailing his effort to bring
conservative reform to the political
process."
So said a Jan. 10 press release
from McCain's presidential campaign. The attack consisted of radio
ads by the National Right to Life
Political Action Committee that
"attempted to distort McCain's 17year, staunchly pro-life record."
One of the ads referred to
McCain's comments in The San
Francisco Chronicle, where he stated that he would not support the
repeal of Roe v. Wade, even in the
long term. The other criticized his
vote in favor of using federal funds
for experiments that use fetal tissue.
Both ads ended by telling listeners
who want a strongly pro-life president to vote against McCain.
These ads are exactly what anyone familiar with the Right to Life
would expect. Its literature and
newsletters consistently call for the
reversal of Roe v. Wade. The organization and its state affiliates yearly
endorse candidates in every relevant
political race solely on the basis of
their views on abortion, sometimes
endorsing all or none of the candidates. Obviously, abortion is an
important issue to it.
Except, of course, with regard to
these ads. or so said the McCain
campaign. No sooner had they been
run than McCain 2000 released a
thundering rebuttal of the ads. titled.
"Secret Soft Money Funds Another
Attack Against Reformer McCain."
Forget for the moment that it. as
well as many comments by McCain
aides to newspapers, incorrectly

ing money for themselves and their
parties.
Seeing this obsession with
money, the media and the public
realize that politics has been corrupted by money to the point of
becoming an extension of the business world. Cries for reform ring
out We must take the money out of
politics!
Unfortunately, taking the money
out of politics will not fix anything.
In the business world, money has a
definite, concrete effect. Products
and organizations can be created,
and exchanged with it. In
described the NRLPAC, a political destroyed
political world, money is at best
action committee that used regulated the
an
indirect
Assuming it is
"hard money" for the ads. What is used legally,mover.
it can only be used to
troubling about the responses is that attract attention and voice opinions.
they hardly attack the substance of All of the money in the world is usethe ads.
to a politician only if the things it
The McCain 2000 press release ful used
for. like ads. letters and
does quote the head of his campaign is
speeches, are taken seriously by votsteering committee as saying ers.
McCain supports the immediate
When there is no substance in
reversal of Roe v. Wade, though that politics, money becomes more
is a direct contradiction of McCain's important. Positions on policy can't
most recent statements. The bulk of be bought and traded, but image can
the response, however, is to paint the be cultivated with research and
NRL as a mean, subversive lobbying advertising. And if image is indeed
group that will lie to preserve its the most important part of a campower.
campaign finance reform
McCain is not the only political paign, then
necessary.
figure to ignore substance in favor is utterly
As former congressman Scott
of creating images. The other candi- Baesler
Kentucky noted, a candidates, as well as journalists and date can oflose
control over "the lone,
many citizens, seem to view politics clarity, and content
of his or her own
as a beauty pageant for ugly men. campaign" if unauthorized opinions
Don't be negative, they cry. Show aren't restricted.
compassion! Image is everything.
Currently, image seems to be the
And that obsession with image
inevitably leads to campaign finance only important factor in national
Even the venerable New
reform. Mr. McCain's pet issue. The politics.
Times obsesses with image at
amount of money involved in poli- York
expense of substance. Its front
tics is. of course, ridiculous In order the
to promote their image, politicians page obsesses over personality and
advisors. One could
spend large amounts of energy rais- candidates'
wade through a sea of stories about

Al Gore's image makeovers before
finding a respectable description of
his positions, let alone those of Orrin
Hatch or Alan Keyes. Radio and
television news shows are even
worse.
To restore integrity to politics,
mass media and the public must to
change their focuses. Rather than
following the money, they should
follow the truth. When an "attack
ad" is aired, the primary reflection
should not be. "It's negative," or
"What candidate stands to gain from
it?" but rather "Is it correct?"
No measure to rid politics of
money, negativity and special interests (noun I. constituent groups that
won't let me control the tone, clarity
and content of my own damn campaign) will improve a system where
substance is lacking. It would only
serve to give the power of image
manipulation back to the politicians,
who can hardly be trusted more than
the folks who currently fund them.
Furthermore, where substance is
the most important element campaign finance reform is unnecessary.
In fact, money, negativity and spc
cial interest activity would serve to
improve an honest, content-oriented
debate.
Alas, what now exists is far from
that. Instead, we have politicians,
journalists and political junkies like
the scholars C. S. Lewis once criticized: They look for motivations,
aesthetics, secret connections and
origins, but they never stop to wonder whether the thing they analyze is
actually true.
Jeff Amen is a BG News columnist and a registered political action
committee. Send comments and
credit
card
numbers
to
a rnettj @ bgnet. bgsu. edu.
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Question: Should the Confederate flag be flown at the
capital building in South Carolina?

W4
Brent Willbond
Sophomore
Communications
"Maybe you
should ask John
Rocker."

Brian Virost
Sophomore
Business
"I dont sec why
I not."

CraiR Suafl
Sophomore
Undecided
"Never! !j

Steve Jobs
Junior
Elementary
Education
"Only if Biff says
it is alright."

Eric Thomason
Sophomore
MIS
"Sure, why not."

Words are powerful
There was one day last spring
when the instructor for my 9:30 was
late for class. I hadn't prepared for
Everyone has an opinion. ProYet the politics of this case will to be with his father. Why is that? the scheduled quiz anyway, so I
fessors. Politicians. Yes, even edi- not let the INS decision stand. Most say because he deserves the offhandedly remarked that I hoped
tors. Yet the question of where Why? Because this isn't about chance to live in freedom and something terrible had happened, so
that we could all go home.
Elian Gonzalez belongs cannot Elian any longer. No one is see- that would be his mother's last
Now. trust me; I'm not some
be answered. Not by lay people ing the big picture, or in this case wish. Yet, do you think that the mean-spirited person who wishes
INS
waived
that
consideration
anyway. The only people who the small picture. No one is seecrises on others for my own personcan come close to an answer is ing there is a little boy who needs and made a decision based on al gain. Surely I didn't "really" hope
the Immigration and Naturaliza- a stable living environment. Who emotions alone? Or is it possible something tragic had happened, just
tion Service.
needs a decision — a good deci- that they took the freedom argu- so that I could get out of a quiz. I
would have thought nothing of what
sion
— one that is based on his ment into consideration and I'd said, except for the reaction that
Why?
Because the INS has the facts. well-being and his welfare. What weighed it against what they followed. One of my classmates
They have talked to Elian and he doesn't need is the U.S. and learned about his father and gasped and stared at me.
"I can't believe you said that!
they have evaluated the situation Cuba frying to be heroes, trying what they learned about what
That's horrible! Karma is going to
Elian wants?
with facts that the American to out power one another.
get you now!"
Because even if most Ameripublic hasn't had the privilege to
We think the latter.
I think I laughed, but out of
cans don't see it, we do. This
leam.
The INS didn't have an easy embarrassment more than anything
fight isn't for the boy — it's for decision to make, yet this gov- (one look at her face told me she
Yet Ihey are being ignored.
As of last Monday, a Florida power. The U.S. is frustrated that ernment institution was estab- wasn't joking). They were just
judge ordered that Elian stay in its 40-year embargo hasn't oust- lished to make such decisions. words, right.' It's not as if something
the U.S. until March, defying the ed Castro yet, and they want to You don': have to believe that was going to happen just because I'd
said that. What's more. I didn't even
INS decision that Elian be sent use this opportunity to demonthey made the right decision by mean it! So what was the big deal?
home as soon as possible to be strate its strength over Castro.
That was almost a year ago. and
Elian is young and vulnerable ordering Elian home to be with since then I've been learning that
with his father.
his
father,
but
can
you
deny
that
The INS said that they found and the U.S. recognizes this. He
words "are" important. I don't
that the boy had a close relation- is easy to manipulate. Easy (o they at least had their motives in believe in Karma, or that something
ship with his father and should make the poster child for all that the right place when they made is going to come back around and
return him to Cuba immediately, is wrong in Cuba and right in the their decision in a timely fashion get me because I said something
hoping to remove Elian from a careless. However. I think it's
a finding that both Attorney US.
important to guard your speech
General Janet Reno and PresiAnd for those that disagree political tug-of-war?
against things you don't really
dent Bill Clinton endorse.
with sending Elian back to Cuba
mean.
Frustration is fertile ground for
empty words. I'll give you an example: There are a couple friends that I
regularly have dinner with al the
Q: I have opinions about the columnists I read in them off at 210 West Hall. We'd love to hear from cafeteria near our dorm. Well, sometimes the door is locked before the
The BG News.
you. Really!
place is actually closed, and we're
A: Really?
Q: Okay.
forced to walk around to another
Q: Yes, I do.
A: Any other questions?
entrance. This can get annoying
A: Why don't you send them to us?
Q: Let's see... do you actually read the letters (especially when it's twenty degrees
Q: Am 1 allowed to do that?
you get?
and we geniuses decided to leave
A: Certainly. We love feedback. We live for feedA: Oh, yes. Religiously. In fact, we do little else. our coats and just run really fast for
the door). One time, this happened
back. It sustains us, helps us grow.
Q: Have you gotten many letters?
at the end of a particularly difficult
Q: Okay.
A: Urn.
day for me. I yanked on the handle
A: Aren't you going to ask us where to send
Q: Can I go now?
and expressed my annoyance.
your opinions?
A: Uh, sure. Say, are you free Friday night?
"Augh. why do they do that? That
Q:Um.
Q:No.
makes me so mad!" I turned and
started toward the other entrance.
A: Send them to tran@bgnet.bgsu.edu or drop

Frequently Asked Questions about The BG News Opinion Page

Letters to the Editor Policy
Do you agree with all of this? We doubt It. Write
us and let us know where you stand.
■ Letters to the Editor. Letters are to be less than
500 words (less than two typed, double-spaced
pages). These are usually in response to a current
issue on the BGSU campus or Bowling Green area.
■ Guest Columns. Longer pieces (between 600-800
words) can be submitted as Guest Columns. Guest
columns will be subject to space limitations and
considered based on topic relevance and quality.
To submit a Guest Column or Letter, bring a copy
on a labeled disk (Microsoft Word, Mac compatible) to 210 West Hall and leave it In the Opinion
Editor's mailbox. Or, send it on e-mail to
tranc®bgnet.bgsu.edu and give it the subject, "Letter to the Editor."

Copyright © 2000, The BG News, Bowling
Green, Ohio. Reprinting of any material from
this publication without prior permission of
The BG News is prohibited.
The BG News is an independent publication
founded in 1920 and is published daily during
the academic year and weekly during the summer semester.
Opinions expressed in columns and letters to
the editor are not necessarily those of the student body, faculty, University administration
or The BG News. Unsigned editorials are the
opinion of the Spring 2000 BG News staff.

The BG News encourages its readers to notify
the paper of any errors in stories or photoAlso, you can check out back issues of the Opinion graph descriptions.
page on the web at www.bgnews.com.
Decisions made by the Editor-in-Chief and the
Editorial Board are final.
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tion.
"I can't do this!"

My friend just looked at me and
laughed. "Really? Does it really
make you mad? Honestly. Erin, it's
not that big of a deal."
Her response surprised me Well
of course I wasn't mad. 1 had simply
been inconvenienced into walking
an extra twenty feet. Just because I
had said that didn't mean I meant it.
Couldn't she tell the difference?
After that. I began paying more
attention to the things I said. It surprised me how many things 1 started
to say. then kept quiet after realizing
I really didn't mean them.
We all say things we don't mean.
Whether out of carelessness, frustration, or the intention to manipulate
someone, it's a good idea to think
before you speak. If you aren't careful, someone might believe what
you say.
"I love you."
"I hate you."
"I promise."
"I'll never..."
1 have a brother who is five years
younger than me. Growing up. he
was the pain-in-thc-butt little tagalong who was never any fun and
always underfoot. Because I was the
"big sister." he thought that I
embodied all that was "cool." and
tried to imitate me in everything.
The worst was when he tried to be
funny. He would crack his firstgrade jokes and I would look at him
with sixth-grade disdain and (ell him
he was stupid. One night he was
struggling with some homework and
threw his pencil down in exaspera-

210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
Phone: (419) 372-6966
Email: bgnews@hstproc.bgsu.edu
Website: www.bgnews.com

Attempting to be a good big sister. I went to see what the trouble
was.
He was crying. "I can't do this.
I'm stupid."
I was shocked. I knew my brother wasn't stupid. He had learned to
read before any of his classmates
and had a larger vocabulary than
most of them. He picked up on new
things quickly, and his teachers had
recognized him as a candidate for
the gifted program. I told him he
was not stupid and asked him what
the problem was.
"Yes I am, you always say that I
am."
Well yeah. I had said that a lot,
but I knew it wasn't true. Didn't he?
Apparently not.
With the realization that our
words are powerful comes a responsibility to choose them wisely. We
can use them to complain about the
bad. or we can praise what is good.
We can whine about things that
bother us. or we can shut up and
start changing things. We can say
things to tear another person down,
or we can choose 10 build him or her
up King Solomon said that the
power of life and death are in the
tongue
My challenge for you this week is
to be more aware of the things you
say. Imagine that everything you say
will be taken literally, and I think
you'll be surprised at the things you
choose to keep silent. Your words
are stronger than you may give them
credit for.
The world is full of enough noise
as is Don't fill the air with words
you don't mean anyway.

Erin Helppie is a columnist for
The BG News. Send any encouraging words or railing insults to ehelpnip&> vtmoo. com.
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When you're broke, you look at things in a whole new way.
So for textbooks and stuff, hit ecampus.com. You'll save up to 50%. And shipping's always free.
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BG News Briefs

(U-WIRE)
CAMBRIDGE,
Mass. — In choosing a college,
many students see the issue of
class size as one of the most
important in their search for a
fulfilling education. Most high
schoolers and Iheir parents
assume that smaller classes necessarily translates into belter
leaching.

U. dancers rock Kva
The University School ol Human
Movement. Sport and Leisure Studies «ill present a program by the
University Performing Dancers at 8
p.m. in the Eva Mane Saint Theatre
on campus. Tickets are available .11
the door.
Music plays tribute to King

Loser link makes online
debut
(U-WIRIi) HANOVER. N.H. -"Losers You know them. You've
seen them on the street. You've seen
them in the office. You've seen them
at family reunions. Now they're on
the Internet. AndLoscrs dot Org is
your guide."
The Internet has become, for
many people, a way to share with
the world their likes, dislikes, hobbies, and beliefs. Creating a personal homepage is so easy that someone
with minimal computer training can
make one

Expressing ethnic and cultural
diversity through music will be the
focus *'l a Martin Luther King Tribute beginning at 10 a.m. in the Pallister Conference Room of the University's Jerome Library
Free
art
exhibit
through Feb.

open

The 50th annual Univcrsilv rat
ulty/staff exhibition
continues
through Feb. 7 in the Dorothy I'her
Bryan Gallery at the Line Arts Center on campus The event is free.

Students miss friendly Union atmosphere
NICOLE VAI.KK
Sun WBIIH

but encouraged you lo strive haul in
your academic endeavors "
Several students were unhappj
that the dining halls, especially
Founders and Commons, were more
crowded than usual
"Founders has definitely been
more crowded tins Hcmestei than
last." said Brian Mangol. sophomore
telecommunications maim "Trays
and seating are not as available

Although arrangements have
been made to facilitate the Union's
amenities, its atmosphere and conveniences will be missed.
This week, many students, especially juniors and seniors, experienced what it was like wilhout the
Union.
"I don't know what lo do with
myself now thai the Union is gone.
said Kate Sibel. junior IK" major. T

either."

miss going there between classes."
Michael Geraghty. senior criminal justice major said. "I'm going to
miss the upbeat, late-night atmosphere It not only kcpl you awake.

saw an increase in clientele at
Founders, especially during dlnnei
hours.
"The lines at Commons were oul

Find It In
The BG News!

we throw all kinds of

[obstacles] at ^u.
tuition isn't one of them.

Cwhief Sharon (iarno said she

ol control all week." said Beverly
Butcher, telecommunications major.
"I wailed nearly 15 minutes jusl in
get

I'm going to
miss the
upbeat, latenight

atmosphere."
Michael Geraghty

I i iimmtil in\lnv

food,
nol
counting Ihe
tune I
had to
spend
> heck

ing i ml "
According to Dave Crooks,
Union Director. "The University has
planned as well as ii can to this
point Now I believe we'll have lo

watch the sludenl use patterns of
dining halls and react to high
demand quickl) when possible."
Students also miss the Union
because it was so convenient.
Sophomore Shannon Smith said
she misses the Little Shop because it
was less hectic than going lo the
University Bookstore.
David All. junior political science
majoi said, "'Lor older students, the
Union closing is a hindrance on our
old patterns, but for the more optimistic younger students, they look
forward to reaping Ihe benefits of a
new union."

Nursing program receives rare honor
JM'F IIINDKNACH
MANAGING EorroK
The University's nursing projram was accredited by the Com
nission on Collegiate Nuising Ldu
.-.Hum (CCNE) lot the maximum
amount of time. 10 years, an uncom
mon occurrence loi nursing programs.
"It really is something to gei this
riicy'ic verj stingy uith ihis
award."' said Clyde Willis, dean ol
the college of health and human services
The CCNE is a national body that
works with baccalaureate and highei
degree nursing programs
According to Willis, the CCNE
investigated into the consortium ol
BOSI I. the Universal) ol Toledo and
the Medical College of Ohio and
was impressed v,nii the strength ol

the program and Ihe diversity and
strength of the faculty of the consoi
Hum Ihis is the first year that the
consortium has chosen to apply foi
accreditation by the CCNE.
"They said that it is a very good
program." Willis said. "The accreditation verifies that the program
meets all national standards. This
program oilers students combined
resources of the three institutions
and each brings different strengths

10 the program."
A It) year accreditation means
thai the program docs not have i"
apply loi accreditation again for
anothei 10 years, Willis said.
Although schools do not need lo
be accredited, students who come
from .m accredited college are more
likely I" succeed .11 getting into a
graduate program or finding a job.

372-

according to Willis.
But Louise Kimpel. the nursing
advisor for the nursing program,
points oul that this accreditation also
gives the students a peace of mind
about Iheir program.
"It will be a reassurance thai 11 is
a very good program." she said.
"Most of the faculty have their
I'hD's or are working toward them."
Kimpel is also excited about what
this accreditation will mean to the
nursing program in Ihe future
"Nursing is providing many difleient opportunities now." she said
"It is a very exciting time for nursing."
Previously, the program was
accredited by the National League
In Nursing That accreditation runs
through February 2000.

NEWS
TIPS

Be Informed. Read the BG News.
Sure, we'll have you climbing walls. But if you qualify for
a 2- or 3-year scholarship, tuition's one obstacle you won't
have to worry about. Talk to an Army ROTC rep. And get a
leg up on your future.

ARMY ROTC Unlike any other college course you can take.
For details, visit 151 Memorial Hall or call Cpt. Hook at 372 9968

START THE MILLENNIUM OFF
RIGHT WITH
*

NEWIffVE
Rentals

332 S. Main St.

352-5620

wvkw.newloverealty.com

O

AVAILABLE FOR YEAR 2000-2001:
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS
109 N. Main St. SH: Located above Call of Canyon.
$310.00 per nionlh plus eleclirc.
114 S. Main St. B1-10: Located above Wizard Graphics.
I ree walei and sewer. Resident pays eleclirc only!
114 S. Main St. 812: Located above Wizard Graphn s.
Resident pays all utilities,

O

117 N. Main St. sl-10: Located above downtown business.
Resident pays .ill utilities.
128 W. Wooster St. - C-F: Located above a downtown business.
Free waler and sewer. Resident pays electric only!

TWO BEDROOM APTS. DUPLEXES AND HOUSFS
.111 S. Main Si. :%: unfurnished apartments located above a business.
1 arge room'.. Slit) 00 per month for a 12 month lease plus utilities.
315 1/2 S. Main St.: unfurnished upper apartment. Wood deck.
$445.00 |K'r month lor a 12 month lease plus all utilities.
319 S. Main St.: Two Story unfurnished part of a house
I luge bedroom upstairs. $.175.00 per month plus utilities.
507 & 525 E. Merry St.: furnished apartments. Across from campus.
free walei S sewer, $585.0X1 per month lor a 12 month lease plus electric.

t=f
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CHELSEAContinued from page one.

al Rural Opportunities. Inc. in
Bowling Green to
take care of her other ivo children. Daphne. 4 and
Augustin. 2. For the past months she hasn't been having
•time for herself as she frequently travels between Toledo and Columbus to visit Chelsea, where she was hospitalized.
"She was just getting over the debts from last time."
said Deb Casteel. deputy of field operations at Rural
Opportunities. "She is like family and we want to help
her."
Oct. 27, Chelsea had a bone marrow transplant and
had to stay in isolation for six weeks. While still in isolation, she takes medication and spends days sleeping,
downloading MTV videos on her Aunt's computer and
watching television.
Also, she has been collecting beanie babies since she
was diagnosed. Her collection contains over 40 beanie
babies, one of her newest addition was the Taco Bell
dog. Chelsea also started a book of poems. She writes
poetry to help herself cope with the pains she experiences.
"Every essay she writes is about try ing to get over her
illness," Reyes said. "Some days she is so angry with
everything that she swears she will not go through this

again. My reply is. 'Baby, you can't say that because you
are still young.'"
In the presence of her daughter. Reyes strives to
remain optimistic and keep hope alive through prayers.
"I try to not think of the bad things and be positive."
she said. "I don't let her see me sad and crying because
it'll depress her."
Chelsea's main goal is to go back to school next fall
and regain the normal life of a 12- year- old. However,
her doctorsOOOO appointment in February will determine
how soon she can go back to school.
"Chelsea gets bored, annoyed and frustrated." Reyes
said. "She hasn't had contact with her tutors since
November due to isolation. She wants to go back to
school. We don't know how soon until her doctors
appointment, which will check her immune system and
how her body is adjusting to the transplant."
Chelsea said that she is looking forward to being in
seventh grade and having her sister Daphne attending
the same schools as her's.
Rural Opportunities is accepting monetary donations
for Chelsea. They can be contacted at 1-800-733-6436.
Students interested in tutoring Chelsea can reach Pam
Boehm at 372-7843.

Prosecutor said fetus test inconclusive
ASSOCIATED PRESS

'

CLEVELAND — Tests on DNA
from a fetus are inconclusive as to
whether Dr. Sam Sheppard was the
biological father, because the samples tested had degraded over time,
the Cuyahoga County prosecutor
said Monday night.
Sheppard's pregnant wife. Marilyn Sheppard. was killed at her
home in 1954.
The Sheppards' son. Sam Reese
Sheppard. 32. has been trying for a
decade to clear his father's name in
his mother's violent death. He is
suing to have his father declared
innocent, a finding which could lead
to Ohio being financially liable for
wrongful imprisonment.
Prosecutor William D Mason,
contacted at his home Monday
night, said he is still awaiting the
final report of Cuyahoga County
Prosecutor Elizabeth Balraj on
exhumation evidence. But he said
based on what he has learned, tests
on the fetus showed that Dr. Sam
Sheppard could have been the bio-

logical father, but that the information could not be confirmed.
Part of the testing problem was
that then DNA from the material
tested "had become so old and
degraded."
Mason said he expects Balraj's
report this week.
Lawyer Terry Gilbert, representing Sam Reese Sheppard. said Monday night that to comment on the
DNA lest results prior to release of
the coroner's report would be inappropriate.
Mrs. Sheppard's body, and that of
the male fetus she was carrying at
the time of her death, were exhumed
Oct. 5, more than 45 years after they
were laid to rest in a suburban
Cleveland cemetery,
The doctor was convicted of his
wife's murder in 1954 and spent 10
years in prison before the U.S.
Supreme Court overturned the verdict and Sheppard was acquitted al a
retrial. The case was one of the most
highly publicized of its day and
inspired "The Fugitive" television
series.
The coroner extracted about 30
DNA samples each from Mrs. Shep-

pard and the fetus. Mrs. Sheppard's
body also was X-rayed and photographed.
Dr. Sheppard. who died in 1970,
always

claimed

a

bushy-haired

intruder killed his wife and then
knocked him unconscious when he
ran to her aid
Authorities discovered early in
their investigation that the doctor
had extramarital affairs, which he at
first denied and later admitted.
Gilbert said Monday night that Dr.
Sam and Marilyn Sheppard were
happy about the pregnancy and that
there was never any evidence of
marital discord concerning it,

Southern Ohio may receive
fewer Medicare mailings
relations.

ASSOCIATED PRESS

The Seniors Coalition is part of the coalition that

»•

WASHINGTON — A lobbying group's shift in strategy might make campaigning easier for Ohio Rep. Ted
Strickland, who already enjoys an opponent-free Democratic primary.
Strickland's southern Ohio district had been among
the areas targeted for a direct-mail campaign by two
groups involved in the debate over prescription drug
benefits for Medicare recipients.
One mailing was a bold yellow-on-red post card
declaring: "It's time to tell Ted Strickland and the other
politicians — hands off our prescription drug choices."
The other, from a group backed by the pharmaceutical industry, was designed to complement a national
television campaign in which a gray-haired bowler
named "Flo" criticized President Clinton's Medicare
proposal and said, "I don'l want big government in my
medicine cabinet."
Now. thai well-funded organizalion. Citizens for Belter Medicare, has had a change of heart aboul the besl
way lo enact the kind of prescription drug bill it favors.
On Monday, the group launched a new, less crilical
"Flo" commercial urging decision-makers in Washingion to "put politics aside and join hands" for a bipartisan
solution.
The accompanying direct-mail campaign will sound
Ihe same theme, said Tim Ryan, [he group's executive
director.
"It's all very positive, all very supportive." he said.
"It's not critical of any members."
The Seniors Coalition, whose December postcard
into the 6th District led Strickland to dare a representative from the organization to debate him, has not made a
decision about changing its strategy, said John Powell,
chief operating officer and vice president of government

makes up Ryan's group, but also acts independently.
Powell said.
"Could we soften the message up a little bit? We
could, but I don't know why we would." he said.
The major argument against Clinton's plan for
optional coverage of prescriptions under Medicare is
that it would give businesses an incentive to drop such
coverage tor their retirees, leaving people to pay more
out-of-pocket than they now do.
Clinton and supporters of his plan, including Strickland, argue seniors would have a choice whether to stick
with their current plans or pay an extra Medicare premium for drug coverage.
The high cost of medicine and the inability for many
elderly Americans to afford prescription drugs has been
one of Strickland's dominant issues.
He said the critical mailings didn't result in much
backlash from the 6th District senior citizens he has spoken with in recent weeks.
"I don't think they inflicted the least bit of damage to
me. politically." Strickland said. "People understand
what is happening with this issue in terms of the cost of
drugs and the difficulty getting them and people are suspicious of any group that would come out in opposition
to a broad-based prescription drug benefit."

Soldier's family believes he is
* | innocent in girl's death, brother said
ASSOCIATED PRESS

NILES. Ohio — The soldier
charged wilh sexually assaulting and
killing an 11-year-old ethnic Albanian girl in Kosovo grew up and went
to high school in northeast Ohio, his
brother said Monday.
Slaff Sgt. Frank J. Ronghi, serving wilh the international peacekeeping force in Kosovo, was
charged Sunday. Ihree days after Ihe
girl's body was found, the U.S. military said.
It is the first lime a peacekeeper
from any country has been accused
of such serious crimes since Ihe
50.000-strong peacekeeping force
enlered ihe province in June.

Ronghi's family was shocked by
[he charges and believes he is innocent, his brother said.
"He comes from a well-respected
family." Lou Ronghi Jr. said from
his parents' home in Niles. a city of
aboul 21.130 people 50 miles southeast of Cleveland. "We can't picture
how he would be involved in this."
"We won't believe it until someone can actually show he did it,™
said Ronghi. who is a police officer
in nearby McDonald.
Frank Ronghi. 35, is a weapons
squad leader assigned to A Company, 3rd Battalion. 504th Parachute
Infantry Regiment from Fort Bragg,
N.C.

He grew up in Niles and graduat-

ed from Niles McKinley High
School. Ronghi. who is divorced,
has spent (he past 12 years in the
Army and served in Desert Storm,
his brother said.
The family learned of the charges
through news reports Sunday,
Ronghi said. "We have yet lo be
contacted by anybody for him or the
mililary." he said.
Lou Ronghi, who is a year older
than his brother, said the two are
close.
"Whatever the outcome, our
hearts go out to thai little girl," he
said.

Student Organization Fair
• Over 200 croups Represented •

Wednesday.
February 2. 2000
dpm - 5pm)
• Olscamp 101 A & B •
Sponsored by the Office of Student Activities
For More Information Call 372-2343
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www.bgmivs.com/now

Damon's talented performance not enough for 'Ripley'
JAMES ELDRED
ENTERTAINMENT REPORTER

^ <u

About halfway through "The Talented Mr. Ripley" I became very
excited to discover what was going
to happen next Something very
exciting just occurred and I thought
the rest of the movie would be able
to carry the suspense that was in
those ten minutes of film. Of course,
I expected the movie to end within a
half hour after this happened
Instead it just went on, for about an

en c/)

ro A3

Photo Provided
RIPLEY- Matt Damon plays the
disturbed title character in
"The Talented Mr. Ripley."

people just because he has nothing.
You even understand some of the
more twisted things he does because
he just wants to be with someone,
and it doesn't matter who.
However, after the previously
mentioned scene in the boat, the
movie begins to make much less
sense. The film loses focus as it just
drags on and on without any end in
sight. What happened on the boat
seemed to be a spur of the moment
outburst, but in every scene afterwards it is treated like a cold and
calculated move by Tom to get what
he wants. A man that is at first sad
and tragic becomes twisted and evil
as he does whatever he wants,
despite the consequences to other
people, and without any explanation
at all. Is he insane, was this his plan
all along, or did something snap and
did his idea of what is right and
wrong vanish once he did what he
did? We are never told, and instead
of adding a sense of mystery or complexity to his character, it just makes
him more confusing and his motives
unclear.
What's even more unclear is the
fact that no matter what Tom does.
he is portrayed as a sympathetic
character, right until the end of the
film. He's a manipulative, lying
killer but it seems that the director
wants him to have our sympathy,
because it seems his intent is not to
make a well-crafted suspense piece,
but a social commentary on the
upper-class. He doesn't focus on the

hour more. Usually I hate it when
people criticize a film for its length,
but it's definitely justified here,
because, despite its strengths, "The
Talented Mr. Ripley" is just too long
for the story it wants to tell.
The one thing that holds this film
together is the excellent performance by Matt Damon. He is Tom
Ripley, a lonely, poor, "nobody" that
has high aspirations. By a chance
encounter, he is sent to Italy by a
wealthy American shipbuilder, who
gives him the mission of bringing
back his loafing son Dickie (Jude
Law).
Once there, Ripley changes his
plans. Instead of trying to lure Dickie back to America, he convinces
Dickie to let him move in and live
the life of the idle rich. Their relationship grows as they go out partying every night, dancing and singing
at jazz clubs, and even traveling to
Rome with Dickie's friend Freddie
(Phillip Seymour Hoffman). The
relationship becomes a little too
close for Dickie and he asks Tom to
leave. Tom doesn't take this idea
well, to say the least.
Right up until this moment, the
film is excellent. The entire cast.
Matt Damon. Jude Law. Gwyneth
Paltrow as Dickie's fiance, and
Phillip Seymour Hoffman all give
stellar performances. During this
time you really see why Tom wants
to be with these people, even if they
are boorish and immature. His character is sad. wanting to be like these

Photo Provided
COUPLE- Marge (Gwenyth Paltrow) and Dickie (Jude Law) are
an engaged couple who encounter Tom Ripley (Matt Damon).
hideous acts of Tom, but instead on
the hideous acts of the society that
ie Talented!
Tom desperately wants to be a part
of, and it doesn't work.
In the end, despite the terrific
STARRING:
performances by the entire cast, I
Matt Damon,
ie Law. Gwvnethl
ended up not caring about any of
trow,
Phillip Sey.j
them because I just wanted the
lour Hoffman.
movie to end. The director and
adapter of the novel of the same
&-&
name, Anthony Minghella ('The
NOW
SAYS:
English Patient") seems to be more
focus in the cha
focused on making an epic that
_ _ or the story
looks good than a thriller that makes
this movie seemal
sense. Throughout the film we are
go on forever.
lr • More entertaing 1
given great shots of luxurious and
i paint dry.
expensive hotel rooms, Italian vistas
More entertains *^»
overlooking the Mediterranean, and
i WOOPUT
large and exquisite dance halls. The
scenery is amazing, this movie is not
t - Don't muu it.
unfortunately.

Sundance film festival should be good time
CO

t
Sundance 2000 : part I
From January 20th to 30th the
annual Sundance film festival will
be occurring in the small Utah town
of the same name. For those of you
unaware of what Sundance 2000 is.
it showcases the best in new and
upcoming independent films.
In 1981, actor Robert Redford,
with some of his artistic friends,
formed the Sundance Organization,
a non-profit group designed to

i
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encourage new filmmakers. Each ries which have people talking.
"Dark Days." also based on fact.
'The Virgin Suicides" directed is a documentary account of the
year since they have been showcasing more and more films outside of by Sofia Coppola (daughter of Fran- numerous health and home-deprived
the mainstream. Previous winners cis Ford Coppola) tells the story of a who dwell in the underground tunwhich debuted at Sundance include young girl's death and the ripples it nels of New York. When AMTRAK
"Sex. Lies, and Videotape" 'The sends towards her family and threatens the well- established but
friends. This essentially homeless community,
Opposite of Sex" and the gaychaos ensues.
fictithemed "Get Real" (not the
"Rated X" directed by
Fox show).
Emiiio Estevez and starring he
In a week or so's time I will
and his brother Charlie Sheen,
have the privilege of spending
tells the tale of Artie and Jim
48 hours in the bustling city of
Mitchell who began the marSundance, where I hope to
FILM rrSl IliflL keled adul1 rilm industry with
catch some of this year's
their admiration of Marilyn
hottest movies in one of the 12 the- tious story is loosely based on the
Chambers.
aters set up for that express purpose. book of the same name.
"Waking the Dead" is the next
Of the 2.000 plus films and shorts
"Beat" is a fact-based account of
which are submitted to Sundance for bisexual author William S Bur- film produced Jodie Foster and tells
friendly competition each year rough's (Keifer Sutherland) life and the taie of a man haunted by his forbetween 100 and 105 are chosen to times with his common-law wife mer love ("Labyrinth" and "Dark
appear on the final schedule. As I Joan (Courtney Love). Burroughs, City" star Jennifer Connelly) years
later Billy Crudup also stars.
will only be attending two of the ten best known for such works as
"About Adam", a British film,
days and do not have the space here "Naked Lunch" and "Junkie," remakes elements of "All About
1 cannot possibly comment on every played the 'William Tell' routine Eve" when a mysterious young man
film being shown. I will however using a glass and his wife's head, named Adam (Stuart Townsend)
briefly summarize some of the sto- until one day he missed.
charms the pants, figuratively and

LiT Ed rocked the house at Howard's last Saturday night
MIKETUTTLE
ErrnUrTAINMEnT WltrrER
Lil' Ed And The Blues Imperials
brought their loud and rowdy Chicago blues to Bowling Green to heat
up a cold January night.
"Are you ready to party
tonight?", screamed a winded Ed
Williams as his band closed out the
first of three incredible sets Saturday
night at Howard's Club H. Lil' Ed
wailed away on his guitar for over
two hours, letting the tightly-packed
audience know why he sings the
blues.
Lil' Ed was more than impressive
on this night. At first glance you
wouldn't expect a man just over five

feet tall with a sparkling jacket and a
shiny guitar to rile up a crowd. Lil'
Ed not only got the crowd to their
feet to clap their hands and stomp
the floors, he became their friend for
a night. He played to please himself
and give the audience something
they hadn't seen and surely didn't
expect.
Midway through the second set
Lil' Ed teased the audience with his
guitar, turning it into an object of
pure fascination to the audio and
visual perception. As he started to
climb offstage the crowd cried for
him to keep playing. Suddenly Lil'
Ed tippy-toed across Howard's bartop, jumped into the crowd and ultimately made his way back to the

stage to join his band, all while
fiercely finishing off a solid fiveminute solo.
The three sets were full of the
house-rockin', foot-tappin' blues
that Lil' Ed And The Blues Imperials
are known for. but the band did slow
things down occasionally. These
long. soft, slow blues arc where Lil'
Ed was able to showcase his talent
as a musician and veteran bluesman.
Ed showed off his gift of guitarplaying as if In' was holding a very
fragile, newborn baby, gracefully
caressing the notes out of the instrument. This was truly a wonderful
surprise.
Later in the show the band sang a
wild happy birthday wish to their

long-time guitarist Mike Garrett, as
an energetic Lil' Ed jumped so nigh
he nearly grazed the bar's ceiling.
Toward the end of their third set. the
entire baud looked exhausted but
finished as strong as they started.
Drummer Kelly Littleton enjoyed
the second night of the band's twonight tour and said he would love to
come back and play in Bowling
Green.
'This was a fun time. We always
have a good time and these people
here like to party." said a somewhat
intoxicated Littleton.
Lil' Ed And The Blues Imperials
will travel back to Chicago before
they embark on a small American
and European tour

literally, off the sisters and brothers
of a small English family.
"Blood Simple." a well-written
but violent classic by Joel and Ethan
Coen (of "Fargo" fame) will also be
screened. It won the Grand Jury
Prize during its original 1984 Sundance debut.
When I return from two days of
skiing and celebrity merriment I'll
have the scoop on the films I actually did (with luck) see. including
"Urbania." "Groove" and the adaptation of Brett Easton Ellis' controversial novel "American Psycho."
For a complete list of Sundance
films, check out this year's schedule
on the web at : www.sundancechannel.com/festival00.
Geoff Walbroehl is a grad student at the University and remembers when we didn't have an
Olseamp or East hall. He can be
reached at geoff<&bgnet.bgsu.edu.
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FALL 2000 LEASING
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Come sign up today!

UNITS GOING FAST!

Campbell Hill Apartments

fD TO
CD Q

• 2 and 3 bedrooms
•All have A/C
• 1" baths
New
• Full basements
• 3 New Buildings For Fall 2000

Units Only!

Columbia Court Apartment*
(903,907, 915, 921,929, 935 Thurstin)

CO -

• 3 bedroom/2baths
• Furnished
• Close to Campus
Units»48-72 with A/C and fireplace.

u
0)

Heinz Apartments
■8fl8>r8 N Enterprise. >23.>KiFrazee. 506 N. Enterprise
3 Bedroom, Furnished. A/C & Fireplaces
New Units Onlv'
y
New Apartments left - Going Fast For Fall 2000
'

lMercer Manor Apartments
One of BG's Newest Complexes
3 bedroom/2 full baths,
A/C, Fireplaces. & Microwaves

lours:
lon-Fn (9 am - 5 pm)
arurday (9 am - I pm)

Greenbriar, Inc.
352-0717
224 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH 43402

poetwrinkle
ntinuum
of yojir

Irooke Benner
> Lesile cmfigliarxn
Kacy Blanton
•> Megan Whe.
Beth Bruewer
\> Danielle Zunk
Shannon DeMarco A Stejii Heinroller
Erin cuqan
A Heather McCoy
Sarah Frey
A Kurbarly Klrtley
Erin QCraghty
A (**• oe-Un
Katie Hals
* 33 Ue utufnnr.
Brook* Hamilton * Kelly ainltz
Kristirf'HaTjlnger *fet*y Slawinski
Stephanie tfoehn. ft Kija Wagner
Sarah Leonharrl" *Ai«y Blmonovski
Tamer« Meyers >L#ufa. Mat thews
Kim Miter
-i K«my Dunn
Allyan Ftekcctl -1 adf.tr/ ci«ti*ei
Katie Ricterond ■ ftsfelhyior
Mar rfcizich
*<«ri3t!l» i«nu
Knstie echaefer >1*acy Bold ton
Niohole Sheflield > Christina Larson
Sarah Swiger
4*non Hollis
Nikki Vrana
*■* Allison Ensign
lii rtute
A Kelly Fry
Wilbur
4 Carrie Meyer
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Tfitans too
popular?
Trendy
team gains
fans
ASSOCIATED PRESS

' NASHVILLE. Tenn. — The Tennessee Beatles? Well, not exactly,
but the Titans certainly have given
their fans plenty to scream about.
• Winning does that for a team.
'.In the past three years, the Titans
have had problems getting much
attention in a state gaga over college
football. Everywhere they go these
days, fans are dressed up in red and
blue, faces painted and yelling their
lungs out.
The fireball logo has spread all
over Music City, and merchandise is
flying off store shelves.
When the Titans returned late
Sunday night from their 19-16 victory over the Indianapolis Colts and
with the franchise's first berth in the
AFC championship game since
1979. as many as 9.000 people met
them at the airport.
"It was incredible." said running
back Eddie George, who remembers
the days when two fans constituted a
crowd in Houston.
"It was like we were the Beatles
or something. All the fans out there,
every level packed way back from
one side of the airport to the other.
People outside the windows. It was
an excellent reception. It was something we longed for."
Airport police
were overwhelmed by the crowd and wound
up letting fans leave without paying
to park. One woman was injured
when she fell off an escalator and hit
her head.
Remember that this is a team that
has been ignored while going 8-8 for
three seasons, playing in a different
stadium every year with an Oilers
nickname that few in Tennessee
w anted
Safety Marcus Robertson said it
seemed as if there were more fans at
the airport than attended games in
Memphis during the 1997 season.
The then-Oilers drew a league-low
2&095 to the Liberty Bowl 200
miles from Nashville.
.Coach Jeff Fisher discussed the
fan reaction with the Titans Monday
morning, but he isn't worried about
his players being distracted by the
attention that has built since the season-opener. If anything, the Titans
.lie feeding off the support.
"No one would'vc thought we
would be where we are right now, let
alone that we would've gotten the
support we've gotten." Fisher said.
"It shows an awful lot for the relationship between this organization,
the players and the fans."

Falcons take gas out of Rockets
PETE STELLA
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Yes. Anthony Stacey can dunk.
Yes. the BG men's basketball
team can rebound from a tough conference loss to win the important
BG/UT rivalry.
And yes. the Falcons are learning
to hold a second half lead
Led by five members of the
squad who scored in double Figures,
the Brown and Orange were victorious over the Toledo Rockets 93-76
in front of a sold out crowd at
Anderson Arena Saturday afternoon.
The win gives the Falcons a 12-3
overall and a 4-1 Mid-American
Conference mark and the loss drops
the Rockets to 7-10 overall and 1-5
in the conference. The victory was

Men's Basketball
the Falcons 10th straight win at
home.
Forward Len Malela paced the
Falcons with a career high 28 points
and also 11 rebounds. Matela had a
strong supporting cast behind him.
including forwards Stacey and Dave
Esterkamp. Stacey hit for 17 points,
six rebounds and five assists with
Esterkamp connecting on five of six
from the floor to end with 16 points
and three assists.
"1 think we had a good stretch
without Stacey in there." BG coach
Dan Dakich said. "Toledo came to
battle and came to play and we had a
game from the get go."
Guards Keith McLeod and Trent
Jackson chipped in with II and 10

points each. Jackson pulled down
seven boards and McLeod dished
out four assists and had three steals
The effectiveness of the loss of
pre-season All-MAC selection Greg
Stempin could be seen for the Rockets, who shot 43 percent for the
game
"Greg is a good athlete and we
were short in that department
today." Toledo coach Stan Joplin
said. "We practiced for everything
BG did today but we will still couldn't stop them."
With the loss of Stempin. Toledo
looked to forward Robierre Cullars
and guard Chad Kamstra for help.
Cullars hit lor 28 points on eight for
11 from the field and Kamstra had
18 points on four of five from
bcy< md the arc.

"It is not good to give up this
many points to a team." Kamstra
said
The Falcons used the loss of
Stempin to their advantage. Guards
Brandon Pardon, who paced the Falcons with eight assists, and McLeod
were able to run the offense and get
the ball inside or hit the big men
popping out from the posts, mainly
Matela
The Brown and Orange ended the
first half with a 15-3 run to put them
up at the break.
Toledo's problems started early
,md lingered the entire game. Foul
trouble weakened the Rockets game
plan. At the half, with the Falcons
leading 46-28. the Rockets had three
players with three fouls and didn't
have one free throw attempt the

entire half.
"Foul trouble hurt us and we gave
them the bonus early." Joplin said.
"We did not play good defense the
entire night"
The Falcons welcomed the
capacity crowd with a dose of Jason
Williams like no look passes, alley
oops, several dunks and strongly run
offense and defense.
'The key to the game was the
energy among ourselves and the
crowd." Dakich said. "It is great
when this place is packed."
Early in the second half, the
Rockets jumped out to a full court
press to try and make due with what
they had But due to the strong ball
handling abilities of guards Pardon.
I See BASKETBALL page 10.

Matela uses
anger, emotion
NICK HURM
SPORTS WRITER

After a 100-54 loss to West Virginia on December 18th. Len Malela
was angry.
The 6-foot 9-inch center for
Bowling Green came in the following practice playing with an angered
attitude as result of the loss.
"He was doing one-handed slams
and jump hooks." BG head coach
Dan
Dakich
said
about
Matela.
"He
looked like he
was
in the
NBA. He had
an attitude "
Dakich. liking what he
saw out of his
big man told
Matela
that
before every
game he wanted him to go in
a dark, quiet place and do whatever
he had to do to get mad. Dakich didn't care what Matela had to do. he
just wanted his starter to get mad.
Saturday morning, just before the
141st meeting between the Falcons
and Rockets. Malela sat in his dark,
quiet place like his coach required of
him. Whatever the Mcrrillvillc, Indiana native thought or did. it made
him tick.
Len Matela got mad.
Matela came out with a
vengeance in BG's big win over its
arch-rival Toledo. For the 33 minutes Matela was on the court, the
Rockets paid. The sophomore
scored a career high 28 points on the
day. He was nearly perfect from the
field connecting on 12 of 13 shots

including all five attempts in the
second half. He also shot 80 percent
at the foul line making four of five
shots.
"I think it was one of the best
games of my career," Matela said.
"All of my shots were falling."
Along with his outstanding scoring performance Matela picked up a
double-double for the game, adding
11 rebounds to the cause. Five of
Matela's rebounds were on (he
offensive glass which allowed key
second chance opportunities for the
Falcons. The second year starter also
added two blocks in his performance.
"He played really well against
us." Toledo coach Stan Joplin said.
"We've had trouble with the big
guys. Every time I looked around it
seemed like he was scoring."
Matela was not only connecting
from the paint, but was hurting the
Rockets from the perimeter. The big
man must have watched one too
many Danny Ainge highlight tapes
and got inspired because he hit six
jumpers from outside during the
game.
"Lenny has got a long way to
go," Dakich said. "He has got a nice
touch and g<x>d toughness."
Dakich admits that there is a lot
of tough love between himself and
Matela. One reason may be because
the head coach and his starting center are from the same town in Indiana. Dakich even kicked Matela out
of a basketball camp when he was
12 years old. But Matela feels that
Dakich's tough love is positive for
the big man.
"He pushes everybody hard."
Matela said. "It's good for me and
it's good for the team."

BEN FRENCH/ The
BGNewi

MATELA—Falcon
forward
Len
Matela
slams
home an exclamation point in the
Falcon's 93-76 win
over
Toledo.
Matela
finished
the game with a
game
high
28
points and called
the effort "one of
the best games of
my career."

Hockey splits with Buckeyes BG, OSU continue
storied rivalry
DAN NIED

SPORTS EDITOR

There was something about the
sloppiness and grit of the games
' that told you the weekend series
would be a split.
A home and home series
between the Bowling Green and
Ohio State hockey teams.
A 3-0 home win for the Falcons
Friday.
A 4-1 home win for the Buckeyes Saturday.
Just the way it was scripted.
And. amidst Friday's messy
shutout. Falcon coach Buddy Powers got his 100th win with the BG
program.
Friday looked exactly like what
irwas. a 10th place team. Bowling
Green, and an llth place team,
bfito State, fighting for two points
. tfiat could be the difference in the
race for the last Central Collegiate
Hockey Asscoiation playoff spot
The weekend gave the Falcons a 713-0 record (6-10 CCHA) and
moved Ohio Stale to 8-13-2 (3 10I)
Through two periods, and
countless odd-man rushes, goalies
Ray Aho and BG freshman Tyler
Masters kept the scoreboards at
zero.
Then, on the power play, at 3:50
of the third period BG forward
Austin de Luis found himself with
an Adam Edinger rebound, de Luis
slammed the puck under Aho and
began celebrating with his teammates. He had just given the Falcons a 1-0 lead that would hold up
to give BG their sixth CCHA win
of the season.
At 9:26 Tyler Knight gase the
Falcons an insurance goal when he
took a deflected puck and beat Aho
from the left faceoff circle.

Hoekev

With a minute and a half left and
Aho pulled in favor of an extra
attacker, forward Curtis Valentine
netted an empty net goal from the
Buckeyes blue line.
The goal, his second of the year.

culminated Valentine's best offensive effort of the season. All night
he had quality scoring chances,
only to be turned away by Aho
every time.
Powers was happy with the
effort his team played.
"We had the three ingredients
tonight." he said. "We got good

goaltending, we played good team
defense and we got three goals.
Three's a lot better than two."
OSU coach John Markell was
impressed with Masters, although
unhappy with the way his team
played offensively.

IAN RYDE
SPORTS WRITER

i See HOCKEY page 10
Coming into their weekend
series, both Bowling Green and
Ohio State seemed to be underachieving this year. Neither team
was living quite up to expectations.
This however did not affect the
level of play as the Ohio State Bowling Green rivalry again kicked
back into action this weekend. Friday and Saturday marked games
number 140 and 141 all time
between the two in-state rivals, with
each team being the other's most
common opponent After splitting
this weekend's games. Bowling
Green now leads the all time series
83-45-4.
With that many games under
their belts, it's no wonder that the
two teams really just don't seem to
like each other.
"It's an in-state rival, so we obviously play pretty intense against
tl.em," said BG center Adam
Edinger "These games are fun."
MIKE LEHMKUHLE/ The BG News

CELEBRATION— Forward Austin de Luis (Left), center Adam Edinger, defensemen Doug
Schueller and Grady Moore (3) and forward Tyler Knight celebrate Knight's goal that gave the Falcons a 2-0 lead over Ohio State Friday. The Falcons won the game 3-0. but lost the next night to
the Buckeyes 4-1.

Recent harshness could stem
back to the end of last season in
March when
Bowling Green
knocked off Ohio State twice down
the stretch to kick them out of the
number two spot in the CCHA
standings, down to third place.

Both coaches in this latest confrontation. John Markell for OSU
and Buddy Powers for BGSU have
had pretty even success against the
other in their years as head coaches.
After this weekend's split. Powers is
10-10-1 against the Buckeyes, while
Markell is a shade better at 9-8-1.
Markell may have special reasons to
have his team play harder against
the Falcons. He is a Bowling Green
Alumni. Oh yes. and he was also
one of the finest hockey players ever
to lace up the skates at Bowling
Green
He ranks sixth on the all
lime scoring list at BG with 235
points. Markell knows the heights
to which the BG-OSU rivalry has
hit.
"I remember coming in here as a
player for BG. and I never walked
out of here. I always limped."
Markell mused after Saturday's
game in Columbus. "It's that kind of
scries, very competitive. OSU and
BG always have great hockey teams
It's toe to toe. and it was always a
war and I think we can appreciate
each other because we're in the state
of Ohio, and a little bit of that plays
into the rivalry."
Last weekend's split between the
two teams showcased the BG-OSU
rivalry, one of the fiercest rivalries
in college hockey today.
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Women get Saturday win at Ohio
G.MICHAEL GRAHAM
SPORTS WRITER

ATHENS. Ohio — Bowling
Green women's basketball coach
Dee Knoblauch has talked about
luck going against the :eam throughout the season. Well, luck took a turn
for the better as the Falcons upended
a much-improved Ohio team 79-74
in front of an announced crowd of
847 at the Convo Saturday.
The win snapped a two-game losing streak overall and gave the Falcons its first win in Athens .since the
1993-94 season. Bowling Green had
lost five straight at the Convo prior
to the win. The Bobcats dropped to
6-9 overall and 1-3 in the conference
with the loss.
Junior guard Angie Fanner provided the big spark the Falcons have
looked for all season, nailing six
three-point shots — one shv of her
personal record — including five in
the second half, en route to a gamehigh 24 points. On the whole.
Farmer was 9-of-l3 from the field,
including 6-of-IO from beyond the
are
"1 just told the kids it was a wonderful team victory," an excited
Knoblauch said after the game. "We
were talking about emotion before
the game and we needed to be energized. We took the momentum (from
Farmer's pla) I .md kept going with
it."
In the nip-and-tuek contest.
Farmer scored 13 of those 24 points
within 1:19 of eachother. Her third
trey of that span tied the game at 51
She gave the Falcons the lead for

s follow win with Monday loss

DAVK TRUMAN
SlliKIS WRITKR

good at 53-51 with 10:05 left folcontest leading the nation with an
lowing a pump fake, dribble and average of 8.29 three-pointers made
jumper from the right post.
per contest, were ll-ol 33 from
KENT, Ohio — Kent State.
beyond the arc for 33 percent Aside
"Anytime you have a spurt like
from Farmer. Wappes made two Mid-American Conference leader.
that, it's going to help no matter
while Miller, Kim Griech and proved too much for Bowling
where it is in the game," Farmer
said. "They have a risky defense Jerome made one each.
Green, even on a tecoid-tying night
with their traps. I had a few trips
Miller put together another solid Mi Francine Miller Monday ai the
down the floor where I was open. It
performance foi the Falcons with 19 MAC Center.
helped but I think the way we came
points. She also had a team-high
The Flashes pulled away lo a
together at the end to hold them off eight rebounds, Wappes added 10
is the biggest part of the game in."
• i win behind a career-high 33
points to go along with her nine
Farmer later hit a trey from the assists and lour steals in playing the
poinis from Freleft corner with 52 seconds left entira 40 minutes. Alia Smith added
mont,
Ohio
eight for the Falcons.
when Ohio cut the margin to one.
native
Dawn
l
She sank a jumper just outside the
Conversely. Ohio was jusl
ofZerman.
paint after spinning into the Ohio 20 lor 15 percent from beyond the
Miller hit for
defense and getting just enough arc Bobcat coach Lynn Bna said the
room for the shot. Bowling Green
35, equaling the
team normally makes some of those
led 77-74 at that point, with 16 secshols As :i team, Ohio averaged 38
lie; record set by
onds remaining.
percent (66-of I ?1> from three-point
Jackie Motycka
land.
"I heard somebody counting
and lied lasl sc.idown the shot clock." Farmer said.
"We were just terrible from
Francine
son by Jacki
"That's the only reason 1 took that beyond the arc," Una said "Wi i1
Miller
Raterman
I lei
type of shot because I'm normally
leasi have to hit some. Our guard
not one to drive in the line, pull up play has not been very good."
six three-pointers helped the Faland force a shot like that, especially
Point guard Jacquic Negrclli and cons match the school-record of l-t
when you need a good shot. I was
I on Moorman led the Bobcats with
in a fame set Nov 26 against Mis
lucky to get the roll to go in."
14 each The Falcons had problems
sissippi
Following a Bobcat miss. Karen with Negrelli on her penetration but
Kent stayed unbeaten in the
Stocz grabbed the rebound and
the idea that she did not touch the
M \< i6 0. 12-4 overall) wink- the
made two free throws to ice the vicball enough helped BCi's cause
tory for the Falcons. Stocz. Francine
for Ohio, Heather Laughlin .
MS tell lo 2-4 in the conference
Miller. Jaymee Wappes and Megan
II while Lisa Hindenlang had 10.
and 4-12 overall.
Jerome also made key baskets down
The Falcons trailed by as many as
I he Rashes nevei trailed, but
the stretch to lead BG to victory,
11 in the first half but crawled
BG kept the Kent lead undei 10
"Today we played more togethrab a 30-29 half-time lead.
most of the game The Falcons
Knoblauch cued defense as the key.
er." Miller said "Everybody was on
the same wavelength. From the last
That was the best our matchup closed the gap lo SO-75 at the 6:51
two losses we had, we just wanted
/one has looked in a lone time,"
mark of the second hall on ., pail ot
this more than anything just to get us
Knoblauch said. "We wcie up by
lice throws by Miller.
a hiji confidence booster"
oneandweoni) shot II percent We
Kent finished off BG by hitting
The Falcons, who entered the
fell really well at hfelftime."

HOCKEYContinued from page nine.
"I thought Masters played well."
Marked said. I don't think we had a
lot of two-on-ones where we actually shot the puck. We made him look
pretty good. But with a shutout he
had to be doing something right."
Masters finished the game with
25 saxes
Saturday. Masters shut the Buckeyes out until 18:20 of the second
period when Miguel Lafleche
chipped a shot over the diving
goalie.
27 seconds into the third period
OSU captain Andre Signoretti gave
the Buckeyes a 2-0 lead with a
power play goal.
At 6:27 of the third. Valentine
scored his first collegiate short
handed goal to cut OSU's lead in
half.
However. 38 seconds later center
Luke Pavlas scored a controversial
goal to give the Buckeyes a 3-1 lead

"I thought the third goal was kind
of a crusher" Powers said. "It was i
crusher from the fact that it was
kicked in. The ref didn't see the guy
kick it in, and the linesman didn't
help out That makes it 3-1. and that
look a lot out of us."
OSU star Jean-Francois Dufour
finished the scoring with just over
five minutes left in the game
BG outplayed the Buckeyes for
much of the first period. However,
they derailed in the second with 12
penalties.
"I think we lost our poise a little
in the second period." Powers said
"We took a lot of penalties, and guys
got tired trying to kill penalties off"
In the losing effort, the Falcons
lost senior defensemen Mike Jones
and B.J Adams to injuries. Jones
hurt his shoulder early and was lost
for the game, and Adams went down
hard after OSU's first goal, leaving
the Falcons with four healthy
defensemen.

Women's Basketball
all II 01 its free throw attempts the
rest of the way.
"We had our backs to the wall."
Kenl coach Bob Lindsay said. "One
thing we know how to do is win
games and that is a product of this
progiam because we have won in
the past. Thai may be the difference
between us and some of the other

teams in the league."
Falcons coach Dec Knoblauch
said the difference between the first
>> minutes, when the game was
wilhin reach, and the final seven
minutes was that her team ran out of
"The big thing was free throws,"
Knoblauch said. "We had a chance.
We missed probably live front ends
of one and-one's. Those could have
kepi ii close li seemed that we
couldn't gel a big stop when we
needed it and we couldn't get a big
bucket"
Point guard Jaymee Wappes and
reserve forward Karen Sloe/ fouled
out and three other BG starters finished w iih tour fouls.
The Flashes held a 38-10edge in
made free thn ws foi the game and
led with a score S2-42 at the half
Freshman guard Kim Griech,
who filled in foi Wappes said the
team could take a new level of confidence away irom this defeat

"We learned how to handle prossure." Griech said. "If we can keep
our turnovers down against a team
like this, that says a lot for (he
improvement of our team. Maybe in
the long run we can start putting
some wins together."
BG forced Kent to scrap its
vaunted press for much of the game
thanks partly to the play of Wappes.
Griech and forward Sherry Kahle.
Wappes scored a career-high 13
points and added eight assists while
Kahle's long outlet passes led to a
series of fast break layups in the
first half.
"We never let down." Miller
said. "This would have been a big
win. but we can't ask for any more
from our team. We are all really
happy with the way we played."
Four Kent players followed Zerman into double-figure scoring, led
by Julie Studer's 18 points and eight
rebounds Carrie Nance added 13
poinis and six assisis
Lindsay wasn't happy with the
Flashes' defense, but gave credit to
BG for its shooting display and
credited the win to his offense.
For every team that walks into
this gym, it's the Super Bowl," he
said.
"They don't have any pressure on
them so they play loose We usually
handle the pressure well, and we did
airtight at the end of the game."

BASKETBALL^
Continued from page nine.
Md.cod and Graham Bunn, the
press didn't work lo the Rockets
advani
43 fouls were called during the
game and .'7 ol them were on the
Rockets Toledo made one run in the
second half closing to within 12
points at 71 59 with X 21 icmaining.
But. BG connected lor the next eight
points to increase their lead to 20
points with 6:30 left and eventually
won the game.
With less Ihen four minutes left,
center A.J. Shellabarger and guard
Justin Hall, both starters, had fouled
out .mil ciushed loledo's chances of

a comeback.
"We came out focused and got a
lot done in the second half." Stacey
said.
The Falcons hit for 73 percent
from the Held in (he second half and
78 percent from three point land. BO
edged (he Rocke(s in total rebounds,
37 to 23. assists. 21 to 13 and
turnovers. 19 to 18.
"We had a good sense of leadership out there and we were ablejto
play well for 40 minutes instead*)!
20." Dakich said.
"This is great for the whole BG
community and it feels good In
know our team made BG proui"
Staccv said.

MIKE LEHMKL'HLE/ Tht BO News
VALENTINE— BG forward Curtis Valentino reaches around OSU's Louie Colsant

Looking for a way
to get involved?

Want to impress
your future employer?
Represent B.G.S.U.
as a Tour Guide!!!

BEACO

<%/

BEACH RESORT

Applications will be available in 110 McFall
until January21".
Applications are due by 5 p.m. on January 21st
If you have any questions, call 372-9866.
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General Medicine & Pain Management
Accepting New Patients
Immediate Appointments Available

ion*: 1-800 188 8828

354-6166
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CELEBRATE THE MLK HOLIDAY
"THE MEETING"

ARE YOU 9TILL THINKING ABOUT
WHERE TO LIVE NEXT YEAR???)

JANUARY 18. 2000
8:00 P.M.

Mid Am Manor
C_J) These apartmenLs have a large living area
702 Third Si. & 839 Fourth Si.
£)
kitchen with dining area, full bath, and
Spacious 2 bedroom, air-conditioned wti^
lots of extra storage, including a walk-in
starting at $450/mo.
/^^\
closet.

BRYAN RECITAL HALL
MUSICAL ARTS BUILDING

0h_ did we forget to mention mat
you also get

A PLAY ABOUT THE FICTIOUS MEETING BETWEEN
MARTIN LUTHER KING AND MALCOLM X

Free gas heat, water & sewer???

Well, yen doin
Sponsored by the Office of Student Activities and the Center

Don't art around too
long... Our apartments
are already ranted full
for May and we'ra
jilting up quickly for
August tool

for Multicultural and Academic Initiatives

ADMISSION IS FREE

_=

Ss^i

,»-»»**>+*/**■ i

Call or stop by
our office today!

Mid Am Management • 641 Third St. #4 BG • 352-4380

Tuesday, January 18. 2(KK)
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■Falcon Box Scores

Transactions

Hockey
Fri. JAN. 14
Bowling Green 3 Ohio State 0
SCORE BY PERIOD
PN/MN PP
Ohio State
0-0-0-0 10/20 0-5
Bowling Green 0-O-3--3 10/20 2-5
SCORING SUMMARY
Period Time Team Goal Scorer (Assists)
3 3:50 1-BGSU Austin de Luis-5 (Adam
Edinger, Tyler Knight) 5-4 PPG

Women's Basketball
Sal. Jan. 15, 2000
Bowling Green 79, Ohio 74

fr©«% tK€ U?;^€

Monday's Sports Transactions
BASEBALL

Bowling Green
30
49
Ohio
29
45
BOWLING GREEN: Kahle, 1-2—4; Smilh, 3-2—8;
Miller, 6-1-4—19; Farmer, 3-6-0—19; Wappes, 1-2-2—
10; Griech, 1-1-0—5; Stocz, 1-2—4; Jerome, 1-1-0—5;
Western, 0-0—0. TOTALS: 17-11-12—79.

OHIO: Fischer, 2-2—6; Szall, 0-1-5—8; Hindenlang, 34—10; Laughlin, 4-1-0—11; Negrelli, 4-1-3—14; Asub3 9:26 2-BGSU Tyler Knight-4 (Grady Moore. uhi, 1-0—2; Moorman, 3-8—14; Whitfield, 1-3—5;
Marc Barlow) 5-4 PPG
Collins, 2-0—4. TOTALS: 20-3-25—74.
3 18:39 3-BGSU Curtis Valentine-2 (unassist Halftime: Bowling Green, 30-29.
ed) 5-6 ENG
Women's Basketball
GOALIE SAVES (Minutes/GA)
Mon. Jan. 17, 2000
OSU -RayAho
(59:46/2) 7-11-7-25
Kent 106, Bowling Green 84
BGSU - Tyler Masters (60:00/0) 12-7-6-25
BG (4-12, 2-4) 42 42 - 84
ATTENDANCE
KSU (12-4, 6-0) 52 54 --106
4,145 (BGSU Ice Arena)
BOWLING GREEN: Miller, 6-6-5-35; Kahle, 0-4-0Hockey
12; Smith, 3-3-9; Farmer.O-1 -0-3; Wappes 1-3-2-13;
Sat. Jan. 15, 2000
Griech, 1-0-2; Stocz, 1-0-2; Jerome, 0-0-0;Hamillon, 00-0; Western, 4-0-8. TOTALS: 16-14-10-84.
Ohio State 4 Bowling Green 1
SCORE BY PERIOD
PN/MN PP
KENT: Bader, 3-1-2-11; Rubis, 2-3-7; Sluder, 6-6-18;
Bowling Green
0-0-1-1 15/38 0-6
Nance, 2-1-6-13; Zerman, 4-3-16-33; Buelow, 1-1-0-5;
O'Hara, 0-2-2; Wube, 0-0-0; Kollal,2-0-4; Beecs, 5-3-13;
Oho State
0-1-3—1 11/30 2-10
Wolke, 0-0-0. TOTALS: 25-6-38-106.
SCORING SUMMARY
Period Time Team Goal Scorer (Assists)
Halftime: Kent, 52-42.
2 18:20 1-OSU Miguel Lafleche-2 (Luke Pavlas,
Men's Basketball
Andre Signoretti) 4-4
3 0:27 2-OSU Andre Signoretti-2 (Eric
Mon. Jan. 17, 2000
Meloche, Luke Pavlas) 5-4 PPG
3 6:27 I-BGSU Curtis Valentine-3 (B.J. Adams
BOWLING GREEN 77, CENT. MICHIGAN 74
Zach Ham) 4-5 SHG
3 7:05 3-OSU Luke Pavlas-6 (Nick Ganga,
BOWLING GREEN (13-3,5-1 MAC) Eslerkamp 5-9 3-5
Jean-Francois Dufour)
13. Stacey 4-12 1-3 10, Matela 4-5 3-3 11, Bunn 0-3 1-2
5-4 PPG
1, McLeod 5-10 3-5 17, Jackson 2-6 3-3 9, Doliboa 0-2
3 14:26 4-OSU Jean-Francois Dufour-10 (Eric 0-0
0, Pardon 4-8 7-8 16, Black 0-0 0-0 0, Klassen 0-1
Meloche) 5-5
0-0 0. Totals 24-56 21-29 77.
GOALIE SAVES (Minutes/GA)
BGSU - Tvler Masters (60:00/4) 7-11- 4-22
CENT. MICHIGAN (4-11, 1-5 MAC) Borovich 1-2 0-1
OSU -RayAho
(60:00/1) 13-7-11-31
2. Schell 6-10 2-2 15, Pleiness 4-7 3-4 11. D. Webber 9-18
ATTENDANCE
2-5 22. Kisner 2-6 0-0 5. J. Wallace 1-2 0-0 2. W. Wallace
11.333 (Schotlenstein Center)
0-2 0-0 0. Bird 2-4 2-2 6. J. Webber 0-0 0-0 0. Schrotenboer 47 0-0 11. Totals 29-58 9-14 74.

Ktdllawks upset MAC favorite Akron
Anthony Taylor scored 18 points and Miami of
Ohio's defense held potent Akron scoreless for the final
5 minutes in a 55-48 shocker Saturday on the Zips'
home floor
'They outplayed us on the offensive end with better
movement." Akron coach Dan Hipshcr said. "Defensively they t<x>k us into some bad percentages."
One of those bad percentages was 0.000 — the Zips'
shooting percentage in the closing minutes. They
missed their last nine shots from the field and watched
as a 48-46 lead melted into their first Mid-American
Conference loss

American League
TAMPA BAY DEVIL RAYS—Agreed to terms with
RHP John Burkett on a minor league contract.
National League
MILWAUKEE BREWERS—Agreed to terms with
C Tyler Houston on a one-year contract.
NEW YORK METS—Agreed to terms with RHP
Paul Wagner, C Alan Probst.
SAN DIEGO PADRES—Agreed to terms with
RHP Donnie Wall on a two-year contract, OF Ruben
Rivera on a one-year contract and INF Jed Hansen on
a minor league contract.
Carolina League
SALEM AVALANCHE—Named Alan Cockrell
manager, Bob McClure pitching coach and Joe
Marchese hitting coach.
Western League
SOLANO STEELHEADS—Signed OF Jason Johnson.
BASKETBALL
National Basketball Association
ORLANDO MAGIC—Activated F Derek Strong
from the injured list.
WASHINGTON WIZARDS—Placed G Mitch
Richmond on the injured list. Activated G Laron
Profit.
FOOTBALL
Canadian Football League
MONTREAL ALOUETTES—Signed K David
Miller-Johnston.
HOCKEY
National Hockey League
FLORIDA PANTHERS—Recalled RW Ivan
Novoseltsev from Louisville of the AHL. Assigned D
Filip Kuba to Houston of the IHL.
WASHINGTON CAPITALS—Traded Yaroslav
Svejkovsky to Tampa Bay for a seventh-round pick in
the 2000 entry draft and a third-round pick in the
2001 entry draft.

Johnson resigns as Dolphins coach
Miami Dolphins coach Jimmy Johnson called it
quits Sunday and was replaced by Dave Wannstedt. but
(he coaching change did little to clarify the quarterback
situation. Wannstedt stammered when asked if Marino,
39 next season, can still win in the NFL.
"Ah, you know what, I ... yeah. I mean. Dan had a
lough year because of some injuries and so forth,"
Wannstedt said. "Dan and I will talk. What his plans are
for the future I don't know. We'll hold off on the Dan
thing."
Later. Wannstedt declined to say whether he wants
Marino back.

Halftime—Bowling Green 36. Cent. Michigan 33.

Packers to hire Seahawks' Sherman as coach
GREEN BAY, Wis — Mike Sherman, the Seattle Seahawks' offensive coordinator and a former Green Bay
assistant, will be hired as the new coach of the Packers,
a team source told The Associated Press on Monday.
Sherman likely will be introduced at a news conference
on Tuesday, the source told the AP. speaking on condition of anonymity.
A longtime college assistant coach with just three years
of NFL experience. Sherman suddenly emerged as general manager Ron Wolf's choice when the GM's early
favorites — former Chiefs coach Marty Schottenheimer
and Rams offensive coordinator Mike Man/ — took
themselves out of the running.
The Post-Crescent of Appleton and ESPN first reported
Sherman's hiring.
Sherman and his agent were on their way to Green
Bay on Monday night, the source said. Wolf was reluming to Green Bay from Mobile. Ala., where he was
scouting al the Senior Bowl.
Wolf fired Ray Rhodes and his staff on Jan. 3 after
the Packers completed an 8-8 season. Rhodes' first in
Green Bay.

Bowling Green's
most comprehensive
sports coverage.

=KAS

Be sure to start an honest, open dialogue
with them at an early age. For a free buuUet
that can help you discuss all kinds
Of tough issues call l-RUO-Child-44

ETHNIC CULTURAL ARTS PROGRAM (ECAP)
GRANTS INFORMATION WORKSHOP
Any organization, office, program, or department planning and seeking
co-sponsorship for an ethnic arts performance or exhibition to be held on
campus or in the city of Bowling Green between February 14 and
June 30. 2000

WHO MAY ATTEND:

WHEN:

Wednesday. January 19, 2000
4:00-6:00 p.m.

WHERE:

BGSU College Park Office Building, Room #2

WORKSHOP CONTENT:

The Director and some Executive Committee members will be present to
describe the grant cycle for Spring 2000, explain the application and
evaluation procedures, answer questions, and provide general assistance.
Refreshments will be served.

APPLICATION DEADLINES.

February I. 2000
March 1. 2000

RSVP:

RSVPs are welcomed but not required. You may RSVP or get additional
information by contacting the Director |Dr. Angela Nelson) at 372-0284
or via e-mail at ecap@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

C5 WOOD

Time Is Running Out For Fall 2000
224 E.WOOSTER
352-0717
•Frazee Ave. Apts.
•East Merry Apts.
•Field Mannor Apts.
All Units Include:
•2 Bedrooms
•2 Baths
•Dish Washer
•Grabage Disposals
•3 and 4 Person Rates

...Get Them While They Last!

GREENBRIAR, INC.

COUNTY

3 HOSPITAL

i

GREENBRIAR, INC.

Checkout our Website for a complete
listing of all our properties.
www.wcnet.org/~gbrental

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

5 Personal care. Professional excellence.

Welcoming BGSU students since 1951
24 hr. Emergency Care

Complete Outpatient Services, including:

Ready Care, for non-emergencies

Radiology

a great alternative when the Health Center is closed!

Lab

Sports Medicine Center

Outpatient Surgery

Inpatient Medical Services

Occupational & Speech Therapy

Obstetrics

Physical Therapy

NutritionServices & Wellness program

Other Rehabilitive Services

<

Ngiv Leasing

1 or 2 bedroom furnished and unfurnished
May and August 2000
1 or 2 bedroom summer only

Our emergency department saw over 25,000 patients last year

limited available

950 W.WOOSTER ST. BOWLING GREEN

2 Blocks from Campus
480 Lehman
354-3533

For Information Call: 354-8900
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Campus Events
American Society ol Interior Designers
Meets Wed Jan t9th
8.30pm in BA 112
ATTENTION RISING SENIORS!
Applications now available tor
Beyond BG Scholarship
Pick yours up today at
Mileti Alumni Center
Due: Fri. Feb 18, 2000 by 5pm
DAFFODIL DAYS
DAFFODIL DAYS
Coming March 20th
Do you want to be a DJ?
II so. come to WFAL's
info night on January 18th & 9:00pm
in 203 West Hall
What are you waiting tor? Come join
one ol the greatest organizations
on campus!
SENIOR PORTRAITS
LAST CHANCE
SENIOR PORTRAITS
You can't delay any longer Starting next
Monday. Jan 24, Carl Woll Studio will be
on campus taking senior portraits tor the
linal time this year. Portraits are taken in
the yearbook office in 28 West Hall
(Basement) Irom 10am-6pm daily. Portraits taken in dress clothes and cap and
gown, which the studio provides Call
372-8634 to schedule a sitting.
Don't be lelt out ol the special
2000 Key Yearbook!

Travel
#1 Spring Break Vacations1
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas. & Florida!
Now Hiring Campus Reps!
Best Prices Guaranteed. Book Now & Receive Free Meal Plans! 1-800-234-7007.
www endlesssummertours com.
•"'Spring Break Bahamas Party Cruise!
5 Nights $279! Includes Meals & Free
Parties! Cancun & Jamaica S3991
springbreaktravel com 1 -800-678-6386
'Spring Break Panama City S129! Boardwalk Room w/kitchen Next to Clubs' 7
parties-Free Drinks! Daylona $149! South
Beach $159! Cocoa Beach $179'
sprmgbreaklravel.com 1-800-676 6386
GO DIRECT! «1 Internet-based company
ottering WHOLESALE Spring Break packages! Guaranteed Lowest Price1 1 -800367-1252. www.spnnqbreakdirect com
Round tnp to Flonda. $109. or buy one
round trip: second one tree. Greyhound
Bus 21 day advance purchase. Call 352' 2329.
Spring Break 2000
All the into you need
Panama City-DaytonaKey West-South Padre
www.yourspringbreak.com
SPRING BREAK 2000
PANAMA CITY BEACH FLORIDA FROM|
$149 PER PERSON SANDPIPER
BEACON BEACH RESORT. THE "FUN
PLACE"! HOME OF THE WORLD'S
LARGEST KEG PARTY DRINK DRAFT
BEER ALL WEEK LONG TIKI BEACH
BAR ENTERTAINMENT BY BOOGIE
INCORPORATED. BIKINI CONTESTS,
MALE HARD BODY CONTESTS, 3
POOLS, LAZY RIVER RIDE. WATER
SLIDE, HUGE BEACHFRONT HOT
TUB, MINI GOLF, GIFT SHOP. SUITES
UP TO 10 PEOPLE.
1-800-488-8828
WWW.SANDPIPERBEACON.COM
SPRING BREAK 2000! Cancun. Jamaica, Florida. Call USA Spring Break lor a
tree brochure, rates and ask how you can
GO FOR FREE! ASK ABOUT OUR
LAST MINUTE SPECIALS!! 1-888-7774642 www.usaspringbrpak.com

Are you worried about your weight?
New-Conlidential Support Group
Take a Bile
and on the move tor Health & Joy
will encourage healthy eating & exercise
and positive body image.
Every Wed 3:30pm Starting Jan. 26
Room 170 Wellness Connection

372-9355

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: JAN. 18WOMEN'S AND CO-REC BASKETBALL:
JAN 19-MENS BASKETBALL: JAN. 25WOMEN'S INNERTUBE WATER POLO;
JAN 26-MEN'S AND WOMEN'S TEAM
HANDBALL. IF HAND-DELIVERING,
DUE BY 3PM IN 130 PFH IF SENDING
ELECTRONICALLY, DUE BY 12 NOON
INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED
FOR BASKETBALL AND TEAM HANDBALL. APPLY IN 130 PERRY FIELD
HOUSE AND PICK UP AND COMPLETE
TAKE-HOME TEST BY NOON ON JAN.
18 FOR BASKETBALL AND BY 5PM ON
JAN. 25 FOR TEAM HANDBALL. MUST
ATTEND MANDATORY CLINICS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
LAST CHANCE
SENIOR PORTRAITS
You can't delay any longer. Starting next
Monday, Jan. 24, Carl Wolf Studio will be
on campus taking senior portraits for the
final time this year Portraits are taken in
the yearbook office in 28 West Hall
(Basement) Irom 10am-6pm daily. Portraits taken in dress clothes and cap and
gown, which the studio provides Call
372-8634 to schedule a sitting.
Don't be left out of the special
2000 Key Yearbook!
Travel Grant Money to Study Abroad
International travel gram proposal forms
for students wishing to study abroad during summer 2000. fall 2000, spring 2001
or the academic year 2000-2001 are now
available in the Center for International
Programs (1106 Oftenhauer West) The
deadline for the competition is January
31 For more information, call 372-0479
Worried about pregnancy??
Free Pregnancy Tests. Confidential and
Canng 354-4673. BG Pregnancy Center
www.thecommentalor.com

Wanted

Need a place to live?
Now-Aug. 2000. $262 mo. plus util.
Call Tina 352-7436.

Subleaser needed (or spring & or summer. Lvg. rm., kitchen, bedrm. huge
bath rm 352-4651.
Subleaser needed. 2 bdrms Close to
campus. $420 mo 352-6781.

Management Inc.
Ilill.dalr \pl» Kin: t.iirucw. l-^boln
M.irt .11 KK
11 :-1: i

ATTENTION STUDENTS
MOLTEN CORP.
436 N. ENTERPRISE ST.
Now hiring lor SPRING semester
Part time
Less than one block from Campus
$6/HR. STARTING PAY
4 shifts available:
A Shift: 7:00am- 10:00am
B Shift: 10:15am-1:15pm
C Shift. 1:30pm-4:30pm
O Shift: 4:30pm-7:30pm
Possibility o( working 2 1/2 hours
and getting paid (or 3!
354-8802
354-8703
Dancers wanted - Toledo's newest club
Part-time and Full-time
No exp necessary, will train

419-476-6640
EASY WALK FROM CAMPUS
Work part-time, full-time, even put in overtime hours, around your college and personal schedule. Work a minimum of 15
hours per week or 40 hours plus overtime. Many college students work htire.
Starting pay is $5.30 per hour with an automatic $ 25 per hcur increase to $5.55
after 100 hours of service with the company. These are unskilled jobs involving assembling and packaging of small parts.
Apply in person between the hours of
9:00 AM and 5:00 PM (Monday-Friday) at
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS,
INC.. 428 Clough Street. Bowling Green.
Ohio, only 2 blocks from campus near
Kinko's and Dairy Queen next to the railroad tracks.
EJitor'Copywriter--!! you have better than
average writing skills and are interested in
a job developing promotional materials,
this student position in Continuing Education is (or you. We're looking for motivated
and detail-oriented person to work in a
team environment. Assist with research,
writing, editing and proofreading copy for
press releases, paid ads, catalogs and
web pages. Excellent opportunity to increase your portfolio. Relevant work experience preferred Preference given to
individuals desiring employment longer
than 2 semesters $5.90mour, 15
hours/week. Portfolio required for interview. Call Anita Knauss, 372-8181 for appointment. Application deadline Jan. 21.
2000.

l.mrulr> on sttc. Suns .it 1290
(ill 353-5*00

Web Designers
The Findlay Courier is looking for full &
part-time entry-level web designers
Photoshop. HTML, 4 Front Page is
helpful. Send resume to: Webmaster,
The Courier, PO Box 609.
Findlay. OH 45839 or errv.il resume to:
webmaster0thecourier.eom

Nanny for ages 2 4 3 seeking part lime
childcare in exchange for living arrangements. Mon-Fri 7:30am-vanes daily,
pleasant home 352-3712.
NURSING ASSISTANTS
Wood County .Nursing Home is currently
recruiting State-tested, Test-ready, and
people willing to train to become Nursing
Assistants. We currently have full and
part time openings on all three shifts, and
will offer you excellent wages, unbeatable
benefits, and a rewarding career in our
facility Please apply in person Irom 10-5,
M-F to Sarah Newlove. HR Manager, or
call for a personal interview time.
WOOD COUNTY NURSING HOME
11080 E. Gypsy Lane Rd.
Bowling Green. Ohio 43402
(419)353-8411
Q-Iar a premier family entertainment
center is seeking two part-time supervisors to |oin their expanding management
team. These positions are perfect for students seeking new skills and additional income while working 15-25 flexible hours
per week.
The perfect candidate must enjoy a fun
and fast-paced environment where customer satisfaction is the »1 goal. Prior retail or restaurant experience is a plus but
not necessary The ideal person should
have good communication skills, be
bright, enthusiastic and energetic We are
willing to train the right person!
Very competitive compensation commensurate with job experience.
For confidential interview, send or fax resume to:
Q-Zar
5836 Monroe SI.
Syivania. OH 43560
Phone (419) 885-3460
Fax (419) 885-3578

Management Inc.

1,2,3 Bedroom Apts
From only
S425
Private Entrance
Patio
Spacious Kttchen
Small Pets Welcome!
Varsity Square Apts.
353-771S
236TroupSl across Irom WBGU 12
month lease, available in August. 4 bedrooms $225/month plus utilities per student Call 352-8147. ask tor Alan
3-4 subleasers needed Summer 2000
Close lo campus. 4 bedroom house on
Second St. Call anytime, 353-9440
Female subleaser needed. Own spacious
bedroom & bathroom in 2 bedroom apartment. Shuttle bus lo union & outdoor
swimming pool. $241/month. Call 3544274.

For Sale
1989 Sundance. Dependable, new tires.

S950 Call 419 4/4 4799
1991 Pontiac Sunbird. 2 door, sunroof,
$2000 Call Erin & 354-2460.
2 bdrm. mobile home near Wal-Mart,
many new updates & appliances. $4500
obo Call 353-1320.
HONDAS FROM $29/mo
Police impounds. For listings/payment details call
1-800-319-3323 ext. 4558.
K2 Iriaxial 188cm with Salomon 850S
bindings Rossional poles & Nordica 57
boots For more info call 352-3846.
Solid Oak Loll
Durable & dependable, bed side tray,
bed level adjustable in height.
$100. Call 353-4620.

GEORGETOWN MANOR
800 3rd SI gdhovGwcnet org 354-9740
FALL 2000/2001. Now leasing.
1 bdrm starts $395 8 elec/treo heat
2 bdrm starts $545 & elec/tree heat.
W/D lacil. AC. parking/walkin closet,
lurn./unlurn renovated, quiet No pels.
Houses lor rent: All 12 month leases, tenants pay utilities, security deposit & parental guarantees.
730 Elm -2 BR. $475/mo. avail May 1
316 Ridge(Front)-2 BR. $600
avail. May 23
217 S College-3 BR. $630 avail May 23
Phone 352-2330 or 354-2854
alter 5:00pm.
Houses. 1, 2 and 3 bedroom apartmenls
Beginning ot May ol 2000
352-7454
Jay-Mar Apartments
2 bedrooms, 815 8th St
$550 ♦ utils., lurnished
Available Now! Call 354-6036.

For Rent
"Houses. Apts., Rooms 00-01 S.Y."
Houses; 916 3rd St 6 bed-new carpet
315 E. Merry Up 4-Bed-lncl Utilities
211 E Reed. Up or Down-New Carpet
326 Leroy Up or Down
321 E Merry WD-New Flooring
Apartments; 311-316 E Merry. 2-Bed
AND MORE Call 353-0325 9-9.
Listings 24 hrs. 316 E. Merry »3

Looking lor sub etlic. apt. 215 E. Poe.
$180 mo util. Includ. Call 353-5800.
One room w/kitchenette lor 1 female
(shared bath). $220. util incl. lurnished
E Reed St., 352-1968
Subleaser Needed ASAP
Rent $160 a month, big house
own room, Jose to campus.
Jan. & Feb. rent Free
Call Jessica or Laura 353-9199

24 Hour Towing
< Transmission
• Tires
i All Mechanical Work • Bearings
1
Brakes
• All Farm Equip
• Diesel and Gas Motors
- Low Shop Rates Free Towing with Student ID (with qualified repair)

B&B Truck & Auto
Repair & Welding

13040
40 Bishop Rd., Bowling Green, OH • 353-2!
-2526
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springbrcaktravel.com - Our 13th Year!

% FAST CASH |
sssssssssssss
Pay Day Loans

■ Phone Cards

L X I' K I- S S
AX PLACE

No Union?

THE
TANNING
CENTER
.1 LOCATIONS

TMS FWV,
THE PROUD,
THE
SHAMELESS,

Cosmos

Is The Answer!
Open
Till

V
...For Studying

1068 N. MAIN ST.
NEXT TO KROGER PLAZA
354-2300

Toledo needs

Midnight

THE WASH HOUSE
248 N. MAIN ST.
354-1559
10 BEDS/ 2 BOOTHS

Spring Break
Super Sale!
CaiKUO * Jamaica * Nassau

Save $50
on Second Semester
Blowout!!!

...Being With Friends
...Healthy Food
...Hot Soup & Drinks
ALSO: Sjladi. Sandwiches, and D«SMru

CALL NOW!!!

800-293-1443
www.StudcntCitv.com

354-JAVA
,J26E.Wooster<

PISRN€LLO'S

20th ANNIVERSARY SALE
10 Bed Visits
8 Booth Visits

$20
$20

Open Weekdays at 4 p.m.; Open at l.unch Fri., Sat. &: Sun

«0S 0. Alain SI.

! 52-5 1 66

Eipirti I HI 100

SOUTHSIDE LAUNDROMAT
993 S. MAIN
353-8826
5 BEDS/ I BOOTH

(

HIGHLAND^

MANAGEMENT

130 B Washington Sttcct. Bowling Circcn

No Coupon Needed Just Ask !

THE HEAT
904 E. WtxisTER
352-3588
5 Bl DS

Small 10"
1 Item
Pizza

Serving BG since 1980

Add 2 cans ol Pop-75c

Blur ll«u*«' 1 .''<1 N PrapCCI - Kin". clOKlO
•Jcwniouii A; campus, start- .H $650

1 bdrm. 1 bath. 326 N Main 1-419-2582740.

Telephone order clerks full/part-time.
$6.00/hr. guaranteed Daily bonus avail
Start immediately 353-8705

Models needed for life drawing classes in
the School of Art. Times avail. Mon &
Weds afternoons 2 30-5:20 & all evenings. This position is for nude modeling
A pays $6.90 per hour. Contact Jane
Steinert at 372-8510 or Rm. 1016 Fine
Arts Bldg.

Call J«J-MO0

Management Inc.
Knrgma tpte 115 E PM Stutfcoi i i*tnm

Talented, take charge person for preschool & toddler units in daycare center
Pt time hrs avail., work directly with children & interlace with parents Call 8784190 for more info.

For Rent

1-800-678-6386

24 Hour Tax Preparation
Refund Checks Cashed

/CJEfcCA

Help Wanted

GENERAL LABOR Part time opportunity
in a chemical manufacturing facility. Flexible hours between 6:00am and 3.30pm.
Duties include painting, cleaning, operating floor scrubber, assisting maintenance
and operations. Apply in person at:
Chemron Corporation. 1142 North Mam
St, Bowling Green, OH.

Roommatfl MOded Spacious, own bod
room, own bathroom. 354-8513.

Electronic Filing
Refund Anticipation Loan

Management Inc.
FALL OPENINGS

GLASSWARE TECHNICIAN Pan lime
opportunity in a chemical manufacturing
facility. Flexible hours will work with
school schedule Duties include recycling
surfactants and washing jars and laboratory glassware Apply in person at; Chemron Corporation. 1142 North Mam St ,
Bowling Green, OH.

Entrepreneurs Wanted
Student Painters is looking for highly
motivated people with a great attitude
to manage and run their own business
in their own home town this summer,
earn $7.000-$10,000. For more info
call Mike Corngan at 800-543-3793.

Need 1 roommate, own room. House
close to campus, incl. washer/dryer.
$193.'mo Call3S3-5284

• Money Orders - 25«

At last, the diet ol the millennium!
Lose those lbs. FAST! Natural, guaranteed! Call 1-888-524-7271.

Subleaser needed Own bedroom & bathroom. S300 . utils 8th St 419-882-0267.

Are you connected9 Internet users wanted. $500-$1500/week 888-800-6339 ext
1149, leave email address.

Free, confidential, and compassionate
support group available lor women suffering from the after effects of abortion. If
you're experiencing feelings ol loss, anxiety, shame, or sadness, please call Cheryl al 354 HOPE.

a

Personals

Help Wanted

$200 million is spent on advertising tactics aimed at YOU! Want a piece? Log
onto www.TeamMagma.com (or information on how to earn money now

Conlldentlal Eating Disorder Group
Women al all stages ol recovery
group support & encouragement
confidential interactive discussions.
Every Tuesday 7-8:30pm
Women's Center, Hanna Hall 108
Student Health Service, Judy Miller
372-7425 lor more into.

Help Wanted

Wanted

«*

GRADUATE STUDENT
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

ONLY

$4.50

354-6036
Graduate Student Housing
Avail. Now & Fall
Jay-Mar Apartments
2 bedroom Apts.

FREE DELIVERY
352-5166

S475/mo.
12 mo. lease

Voted Best

f^**'
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CaU '5.1-5800

Furnished & Unfurnished

Management Inc.
Ilcin* Sire "26 N Tiik'rpn* \ii 2 bdni
BRAND NEW Suns .11 »4«i
Call 3S1-5MO

DAILY SUBSTITUTE
TEACHERS

Vf •■

803 - 8158th St. / Aval Now 8. Fall

Matt

i^uiy AW<§><n<l Ilmj Sj^anmjS

COMPUTE APT. MAKEOVER!

Summer 2000

The Highlands
220 Naooleon Rd
One bedroom, laundry facilities
in bldg.. a/c. quiet
From $395/mo.

Informational Meeting
Management Inc.
Willow Holm S.'d f.ninli SI
I hdmi Remodeled

Any bachelor's degree (/notifies
$84.47 per diem

Where: 217Sh.it/el Hall
Applications accepted at:
Office of Personnel

TOLEDO PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Management Inc.
Slop b> our office .11 1045 Y Mam Si
complete liMinii or CM JM-M00
www.wcnel.org/-nieci->

PreReq: Span 351

420 E. Manhattan Blvd.
Toledo. OH 43608
729-8266
8a.m. -4p.m. Room 104

When: 1/20/00
Time: 7:45 pm

^ Call 372*8053???
Travel Grants Ar« Available!
Complete your A and S 4 semester language
requirement in 2 months while in Spain.
No Spanish experience needed to go.
.......v. .i;

IVMWVWVWfWV

$550/mo

12 mo. lease

The HomesteadGraduate Homing
One and two bedroom A/C.
on-slte laundry, ceramic tile.
soundproof construction, skylights
dsnwasners, vaulted ceilings
From $*50/mo.
Lei us nep you make a rough decsor
easy, col or stop by ffie office JOLW

Call 354-6036
From 9 - 5
S^ wwwwcnelorgz-Higliland >
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| Events abound early this semester!
BY TIM I MARSHALL, EDITOR IN CHIEF

Let's face it: It's winter. The campus looks barren
and still. The high-velocity
winds of Bowling Green bring
with them sharp, piercing
chills and the occasional
while, blurring flurry of snow.
Black ice is everywhere (This
editor should know; he
slipped
twice
yesterday
alone.). Even smokers would
rather stay inside and suffer
withdrawal than sland huffing
and puffing in the freezing
cold.
And the slrange thing
is, in the bubble world of college life, we call this time of
year "spring."
Fortunately for us,
however, several University
offices, organizations and programs have made leaving your
residence hall or trekking to
campus quite worthwhile. At
the height ol the bitter cold, a
surprisingly large number of
events will take place over the
next few weeks, and many
more are planned for the rest
of the semester.
From world-famous
musicians to campus-wide
activities, these events offer
more than just an opportunity
to go outside. They all seek to
entertain, educate and occupy
a wide variety of students.
Grab that scarf and
don't forget your gloves! Get
outyour planner and pencil in
these special programs.
YO! WORLD RENOWNED
CELLIST COMES
TO CAMPUS
The
College
of
Musical Arts Festival Series
continues with a performance
by internationally acclaimed
cellist Yo Yo Ma. According to
The Boston Globe, "There is
hardly any virtuoso of any
instrument who is as complete, profound, passionate
and humane a musician as
Ma." Ma performed on the
Festival Series in its first season and is making a return
appearance as part of the
scries' "Retro" theme. The
many-faceted career of Ma and
his continual search for new
ways to communicate with

audiences and to his own
desire for artistic growth and
development amazes audiences all over the world. Ma's
Cerformance will be held
/ednesday, Jan. 19, 8 p.m. at
Kobacker Hall in the Moore
Center for Musical Arts. Ticket
prices are $25, $32 and $40.
Contact the Center Box Office
al 419/372-8171 or 1-800-5892224.

SPRING THEATER BOASTS
BOMBERS AND
SHOWS OFF
STUDENT-PRODUCED
STORIES

Two upcoming theater
productions will please any
one looking for something different to see on campus as well
as any cultured theater buff.
Accidental Death of
an Anarchist, Feb. 9-12,8 p.m.,
and Feb. 13, 2 p.m., will fill the
rafters of Joe E. Brown theater
with laugh after laugh. The
story begins with a bomb
which
blows
up
the
Agricultural Bank in Milan.
Anarchist Guiseppe I'inclli is
arrested for the crime and
soon after dies of unknown
causes. The fun part begins
when the village idiot
becomes a die-hard
sleuth out lo solve the
case. Tickets cost $4.
A variety of differ- Ife
ent plays, combining com- ^f
edy with serious drama
make up this year's
Shorts Festival An
annual favorite,
the
festival
showcases the
work of underWorld-class cellist
graduate and
Yo Yo Ma help put the BGSU graduate
College of Muscial Arts on the University
map as a first-class venue
students.
The
'LORDS A'LEAPING AND
LADIES DANCING' TO
LEAVE AUDIENCE IN AWE

The
University
Performing Dancers, a collaboration of the theater department and the School of
Human Movement, Sport and
Leisure Studies, will strut their
awe-inspiring stuff Jan. 20-22,
8 p.m. and Jan. 22, 2 p.m. on
stage al Eva Marie Saint
Theater in University Hall.
Past performances of this student dance team have packed
the theater, and this event
should prove to be no different. Tickets cost $7 and will be
sold
at
the door only.
For more
information,
call (419) 372-6918.

mances will
i held Feb. 2326,8 p.m., and Feb
26-27, 2 p.m.. The
location of the performances is lo be announced.
For more information
on both plays, call the BGSU
theater department at (419)
372-2222.
CELEBRATION OF BLACK
HERITAGE AND HISTORY
CONTINUES
Honoring the Civil
Rights Movement and remembering the efforts of Martin
Luther King, Ir. and Malcolm
X was not restricted to this
past Ihree-day
weekend.

on Jan. 31, 10 p.m.-l a.m. in
Anderson Arena. This show
will begin the semester-long
siring of events
which were organized to highlight mullicultur^» al communities on
J7 campus. Events will
^^cover women in
Wbl.uk sororities, poli™
, tits, art, music,
popular culture.
Noteworthy
' events
include the
Black
issues

y *
A
host of events
will carry on the
cultural celebration.
'
See
The
Meeting, a play based on a
fictitious meeting between
King and X tonight at 8 p.m. in
Bryan Recital Hall.
Open your mind and
your ears at Expressing Ethnic
and
Cultural
Identity
Through Music, an intellectual and entertaining presentation on Wednesday, Jan 19, 10
a.m.-noon, al the Pallister
Conference Room, first tloor of
Jerome Library.
Get the inside si <>,>)•
on society's impact on multicultural women al Shattering
the Silence: Minority Women
in Higher Education, Friday,
Jan. 28, 3-5 p.m., in the
Women's Center, first floor,
I lanna Hall.
Also on Jan. 28, tune
into Freedom Songs with Dr.
Carney Strange for a harmonious celebration of human
diversity. This event will take
flacc at 7:30 p.m. in the
larshman/Chapman
Learning
Community
Common Room.
Get readv for a rockin'
good lime at the Black History
Month Kick-Off Celebration

Conference and the 11th
Annual
Center
for
Multicultural and Academic
Initiatives' Dinner Theater.
Look for more Black Hislorv
Month details in the next issue
of The Campus Buzz.
EVENTS IN YOUR FUTURE
Keep a close eve 011
The Campus liu// lor information on annual spring
events, old favorites ana new
programs. Until then, keep in
mind an assortment ol events
is planned to spice up voui
spring. These events include
the Big Playground, Latino
Awareness Week and the LSU
Formal, Rainbow Daze and
the
Vision
Prom,
International Dinner, Earth
Day and Earth
Week,
Women's History Monlh:
Women in the Zone, the
Hunger Banquet, and the
many concerts, comedians,
speakers, presentations, panels,
dances,
discussions
debates, films, plays, productions, step shows, side show s,
series, activities and workshops planned to keep us on
our toes now, during the cold
days ot winter, and through
the sunny days of spring and
summer.
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Advanced Karate

7:30p.m.-9:30 p.m.
St. Thomas More University
Parish
Receive advanced karate training in kata and uvaponry. Fee
$45.
BGSU
Continuing
Education, International b
Summer Programs for more
information on these events, call
1419)372-8181.
Festival Series: Yo Yo Ma
International Travel
Grant Workshop

10:30 a.m.-ll:30 a.m.
1103 Offenhauer West
Receive tips and more information on applying for education
abroad funds. Call 2-0309 for
more information.

Expanding Expressions:
Contemporary Master
Prints

10a.m.-4 p.m.
Willard Wankelman Gallery,

Fine Arts Center
This Exhibit showcases the
screen
prints
of
seven
internationally knoiun artists.

Choosing your Classes

6:30 p.m.-7:30 p.m.
Maumee
mis free class will help you customize your classes to fit your
knowledge of computers. No fee.
BGSU Continuing Education,
International
&
Summer
Programs For more information
on 'these events, call 1419) 3728181.

Faculty-Staff Exhibition

10 a.m. -4 p.m.
Bryan Gallery, Fine Arts
Center
50th annual show by artists on
the BGSU faculty and staff.
Beginning Karate for
Adults

Come and check out "the BEST
party on campus!" Our goal is
to educate and motive YOU-so
get inivhvd!

6 p.m.-7:30 p.m.
St. Thomas More University
Parish
Become acquainted with the
nature of karate as an art, sport
and method of self-defense. Fee
$50.
BGSU
Continuing
Education, International &
Summer Programs for more
information on these events, call
f4W 372-8181.
Intermediate Karate
6 p.m.-7:30 p.m.
St. Thomas More University
Parish
Learn more advanced techniques
and prepare for state, regional
and national competition. Fee
$45.
BGSU
Continuing
Education, International h
Summer Programs for more
information on these events, call
(419)372-8181.

Women in Faith
Communities

Men's Basketball hosts
Miami

TBA
The Women s Center, 107
H.inn.i Hall
Attend this fascinating look at
the impact of spirituality on
women. Christian Church
(Disciples of Christ) Rev.
Margaret G. Connor Rev.
Connor (Margot) attended
Hanover College, and graduated
from the University of
Cincinnati in 1971 with'a B.A.
in English.

7 p.m.
Anderson Arena

Buying a Personal
Computer

7:45 p.m.-8:45 p.m.
Maumee
This free class will help you find
the kind of software and features
Sou want in a computer. No fee.
GSU Continuing Education,
International
& Summer
Programs for more information
on these eivnts, call (419) 3728181.
BGSU College
Republicans Meeting

9 p.m.
BA116

Education Abroad
Re-Entry Session

7 p.m.-9 p.m.
1103 Offenhauer West
Share your education abroad
experience with other returnees
and learn ways to re-adjust to
life in the United States and at
BGSU. Call 2-0309 for more
information

8 p.m.
Kobacker Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center
The Lois M. Nitshchke
Memorial Concert Perhaps the
best-known cellist in the world,
Yo-Yo Ma performed on the
Festival Series in its first season.
Whether coming together with
colleagues for chamber music,
reaching out to young audiences
and student musicians, or
exploring cultures and musical
forms outside the Western classical tradition, he strives to find
connections that stimulate the
imagination. He will appear
with pianist Kathryn Stott.
Ticket prices are $25, $32 and
$40. Contact the Center Box
Office at 419/372-8171 or 1800-589-2224. This performance
is sold out
University Performing
Dancers

8 p.m.
Eva Marie Saint Theatre
Sponsored by School of Human
Movement, Sport and Leisure
Studies. Tickets at the door only.

Brown Bag Luncheon:
WOMEN AND DIVORCE:
PLANNING FOR &
PROTECTING YOUR
FINANCIAL FUTURE
TBA

The Women's Center, 107
Hanna Hall
Tanya Jensen from Savage &
Associates will discuss the
financial aspects of divorce:
social security, life insurance on
ex-spouses, retirement plans,
taxes, and health insurance, she
also will demonstrate hotv to
make a divorce checklist and create a budget worksheet. Tanya is
a financial planner, with expertise in planning for personal and
small business needs.

Expanding Expressions:
Contemporary Master
Prints

10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Willard Wankelman Gallery,
Fine Arts Center
This Exhibit showcases the
screen
prints of seven
internationally known artists.

Women's Basketball
hosts Western Michigan

7 p.m.
Anderson Arena
BG faces one of last season's
surprise teams. The Broncos
swept both season meetings
from the Falcons last winter,
and made a trip to the WNIT.
University Performing
Dancers

8 p.m.
Eva Marie Saint Theatre
Sponsored by School of
Human Movement, Sport
and Leisure Studies.
Tickets at the door only.
International Film Series:
The Battle of Algiers

8:15 p.m.
Gish Film Theater
Set in 1954 and presented in
newsreel cinema rente style.
Portecorvo's ground breaking
film folloti's an ex convict who
joins the Struggle against the
French colonial government
Throughout the film, characters
use masquerades and disguises
to sabotage the colonial regime
and assert national identity. 27
January I he Night of Counting
the Years/AI Mumia (19691
Egypt, 100 minutes director
Shadin Abdel Salam Salam
offers a unique look at Europe's
Egyptological missions. The film
explores the affect arcliaeological
expeditions have had on the
Egyptian people and their relationship to their ancient.

Faculty-Staff Exhibition
Film Students Committee
meeting

8 p.m.
Women's Center, 107 Hanna
Hall
Film. Students Committee is an
organization for students interested in making films, discussing and studying cinema.
We meet every Wednesday at
8:00PM in 107 Hanna Hall.
American Independent
Director series - Mondo
Trasho by John Waters

9 p.m.
107 Hanna Hall
First in a bi-weekly film series
focusing on the first features
made by some of today's most
important independent filmmakers. Call the deparment of
German, Russian and East
Asian languages for more information on this and other
exciting films.

10 a.m. -4 p.m.
Bryan Gallery, Fine Arts
Center
50th annual show by artists on
the BGSU faculty and staff.
Education Abroad
Display Table

10:30 a.m.-l:30 p.m
Off-Campus Student Center,
Moseley Hall
Receive information on the
many
opportunities
the
Education Abroad Program has
to offer. Call 2-0309 for more
information.
Education Abroad
Informational Session

3:30 p.m.-4:30 p.m.
1103 Offenhauer West
Learn
about
the
many
opportunities the Education
Abroad Program has to offer.
Call
2-0309 for
more
information.

Expanding Expressions:
Contemporary Master
Prints

10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Willard Wankelman Gallery,
Fine Arts Center
This exhibit showcases the
screen
prints
of seven
internationally known artists.
Faculty-Staff Exhibition

10a.m.-4 p.m.
Bryan Gallery, Fine Arts
Center

Hockey vs. AlabamaHuntsvillc

Women's Basketball at
Miami

7:30 p.m.
BC.SU Ice Arena
Falcons fate UAH Chargers in
non-league series.

2 p.m.
Oxford, Ohio
I hi- Falcons and Redl lawks fanoff in an Last Division battle.

Symphonic Band

Women's Gymnastics
hosts Eastern Michigan

8 p.m.
4 p.m.
Kobacker I fall, Moore
Eppler Complex
Musical Arts Center Music
The performance will feature
guest
conductor
Victor Hockey vs. AlabamaMarkovich, director of bands at Huntsville
Wichita State University. The 7:30 p.m.
program will include "Awaday" BGSU Ice Arena
by Adam Corb; "Fanfare for the ralconsface UAH Chargers in
Common Man" by Aaron non- league series.
Copland;
"Finale
from
'Symphony No. 3'" by Gustav University Performing
Mahler; and "Hail to the Spirit of Dancers
liberty" by ]ohn Philip Sousa. 8 p.m.
The performance is part of the Eva Marie Saint Theatre
42nd annual New Band Music Sponsored by School of Human
Reading Clinic. It is free and open Movement, Sport and Unsure
Studies.Tickets at the door only.
to the public
University Performing
Dancers

Men's Track hosts
Bowling Green Open

8 p.m.
Eva Marie Saint Theatre
Sponsored by School of
Human Movement, Sport and
Leisure Studies.
Tickets at the door only.

TBA
Charles E. Perry Field House

MONDAY

-^*
11

January 2 4

International Travel
Grant Workshop

10:30 a.m.-U:30 a.m.
1103 Offenhauer West
Receive tips and more information on applying for education
abroad funds. Call 2-0309 for
more information.

TUESDAY

•

i .

Expanding Expressions:
Contemporary Master
Prints

10a.m.-4 p.m.
Willard Wankelman Gallery,
Fine Arts Center
This exhibit showcases the screen
prints of seivn internationally
known artists.

Expanding Expressions:
Contemporary Master
Prints

10a.m.-4 p.m.
Willard Wankelman Gallery,
Fine Arts Center
This exhibit showcases the screen
prints of seven internationally
known artists.

Faculty-Staff Exhibition

10 a.m. -4 p.m.
Bryan Gallery, Fine Arts
Center
50th annual show by artists on
the BGSU faculty and staff.

Faculty-Staff Exhibition

10 a.m. -4 p.m.
Bryan Gallery, Fine Arts
Center
50th annual show by artists on
the BGSU faculty and staff.

Concert Band

11 a.m.
Musical Arts Center
The Concert Band is directed by
Hubert Toney ]r. The morning
program will include "Chorale
and Alleluia" by Howard
Hanson, "Torch of Liberty" by
Karl L. King, "Nemu-Susato" by
Ian Van der Roost and "Pageant"
by Vincent Persichetti. The performance is part of the 42nd
annual New Band Music
Reading Clinic. This performance
is sure to be a musical feast fit for
all members of the University
community!

Faculty Artist Series: Joel
Treybig, trumpet
3 p.m.

January 26
Expanding Expressions:
Contemporary Master
Prints

10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Willard Wankelman Gallery,
Fine Arts Center
This exhibit showcases the screen
prints of seven internationally
known artists.
Faculty-Staff Exhibition

■

■

10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Willard Wankelman Gallery,
Fine Arts Center
'nil's exhibit showcases the screen
prints of seivn internationally
known artists.
Faculty-Staff Exhibition

10 a.m. -4 p.m.
Bryan Gallery, Fine Arts
Center
50th annual show by artists on
the BGSU faculty and staff.
Education Abroad
Re-Entry Session

7 p.m.-9 p.m.
1103 Offenhauer West
Share your education abroad
experience with other returnees
and learn ways to re-adjust to life
in the United States and at
BGSU. Call 2-0309 for more
information.

Bryan Recital Hall, Moore
Student Composers'
Musical Arts Center
Forum
Assisting on the afternoon pro- 8 p.m.
gram will be pianist Michael Bryan Recital Hall, Moore
Benson,
organist,
Brian Arts Center
Dobbelaere and percussionist Come hear original works from
fason Dooley. The program will friends and fellow University stuinclude "An Evening Streaked dents. This showcase of talent
with Absence" by Roger Zalrnb, performance will feature works by
"Sonata for Trumpet and Piano" music composition graduate and
by Fislier Tull, "Diversion for undergraduate students. This
Two" by Donald Erb and concert is free and open to the
"Intrada by Otto Ketting.
public.

January 28
Expanding Expressions:
Contemporary Master
Prints

10 a.m. -4 p.m.
Bryan Gallery, Fine Arts
Center
:~>llth annual show by artists on
the BGSU faculty and staff.

January 25

Expanding Expressions:
Contemporary Master
Prints

WEDNESDAY
. _" 1
- '<rv3«B^k 1

Faculty-Staff Exhibition

'*

FRIDA

9 p.m.
BA116
Come and check out "the BEST
party on campus!" Our goal is to
educate and motive YOU - so get
involved'

Women's Track hosts
Bowling Green Open
TBA

Charles E. Perry Field House

BGSU College
Republicans Meeting

10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Bryan Gallery, Fine Arts
Center
Vlth annual shoio by artists on
the BGSU faculty and staff.
Education Abroad
Informational Session

3:30 p.m.-4:30 p.m.
1103 Offenhauer West
Learn
about
the
many
opportunities the Education
Abroad Program has to offer. Call
2-0309 for more information.

10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Willard Wankelman Gallery,
Fine Arts Center
This exhibit showcases the screen
prints of stOen internationally
known artists.
Faculty-Staff Exhibition

10 a.m. -4 p.m.
Bryan Gallery, Fine Arts
Center
50th annual show by artists on
the BGSU faculty and staff.
Women's Gymnastics
hosts Central Michigan

7 p.m.
Eppler Complex
Hockey vs. Northern
Michigan

7:30 p.m.
BGSU Ice Arena

Your Events
Could
Use A Little

Faculty Artist Series:
Jeffrey Graves,
euphonium

8 p.m.
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center
Assisting on the evening performance will be pianists Lara
Coppler and Matt Mazzoni and
tubist Tony Halloin. The program
will include "Sonata in A Minor"
by Georg Philip Telemann; "Tuba
Concerto" by Edward Gregson;
and "Trio XXII" by Franz Joseph
I laydn. This concert is free and
open to the public.
Brown Bag Luncheon:
ANTI-CHOICE TERRORISM

TBA
The Women's Center, 107

Post your event to the
University Web Page
Calendar oi Events b\
^ p.m. even Thursday before
publication and your entry

may appear on Ibis page.
Next Issue: Feb. 1

Editing and omitting
entries are at the
discretion of the
Campus Buzz stall.
(MAIL TIMLEE@BGNCT.BGSU.CDU
FOR MORE INFORMATION.

11 anna Hall

Join Mary Thompson, American
Culture Studies, to discuss the
national climate and attitude
about clinic violence at Center for
Choice in Toledo and elsewhere.
The Center has not been visited
by Operation Rescue in a while,
but still deals with threats and
protest on a regular basis. Mary
also will prove up-to-date information about the work of the
National Abortion Rights Action
League.

LET US KNOW ABOUT YOUR
CVCNTS 3 WCCKS PRIOR

SCND FLYCRS AND NCWS
RCLCASES VIA CAMPUS MAIL
TO: THE CAMPUS BUZZ, WEST
HALL, ATTN: TIM

..•ii\Mmmi"".','.i.i,m ••.•.•.•.

Men's Basketball hosts
Akron

Women's Basketball at
Marshall

1 p.m.
Anderson Arena

7 p.m.
Huntington, West Virginia
The Falcons meet Marshall for
the only time in 1999-2000.
BGSU faces every other MAC
East Division team twice, but is
scheduled to meet the Herd just
once in the regular season.

Women's Tennis at
Michigan State
1 p.m.

East Lansing, Mich.

221 Eppler North, BGSU
Preschoolers will acquire basic
tumbling and balancing skills
and work with uneven bar drills.
Fee $65. BGSU Continuing
Education, International £r
Summer Programs for more
information on these events, call
1419) 372-8181.
Expanding Expressions:
Contemporary Master
Prints

2 College Park, BGSU
Reduce anxiety and learn
excellent test taking techniques in
this information-packed workshop.
Fee $315.
BGSU
Continuing
Eduwtion,
International
cV.
Summer
Programs for more information
on
these
events,
call
(419) 372-8181.
Hockey vs. Northern
Michigan

7:30 p.m.
BGSU Ice Arena

10a.m.-4 p.m.
Willard Wankclman Gallery,
Fine Arts Center
This exhibit showcases the screen
prints of seven internationally
known artists.

221 Eppler North, BGSU
Preschoolers irill acquire basic
tumbling and balancing skills
and wort with uneven bar drills
Fee $65. BGSU Continuing
Education, International O
Summer Programs for more
information on these events, call
1419)372-8181.
Beginning Gymnastics
Level I (Ages 6 and up)

11 a.m.-Nt>on
271 Eppler North, BGSU
Children will learn further balancing and tumbling techniques
while honing concentration and
flexibility. Fee $65. BGSU
Continuing
Education,
International
&
Summer
Programs for more information
on these events, call (419) 372
8181.
Beginning Gymnastics
Level I (Ages 6 and up)

Noon-1 p.m.
221 Eppler North, BGSU
Children will learn further balancing and tumbling techniques
while honing concentration and
flexibility. Fee $65. BGSU
Continuing
Education,
International
O
Summer
' Programs for more information
on these events, call (419) 3728181.

Faculty-Staff Exhibition

10 a.m. -4 p.m.
Bryan Gallery, Fine Arts
Center
50th annual show by artists on
the BGSU faculty and staff.

Women's Tennis hosts
Illinois at Chicago

9 a.m.

Shadow Valley (Toledo)
Expanding Expressions:
Contemporary Master
Prints

10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Willard Wankelman Gallery,
Fine Arts Center
This exhibit showcases the screen
prints of seven internationally
known artists.
Faculty-Staff Exhibition

10 a.m. -4 p.m.
Bryan Gallery, Fine Arts
Colter
50th annual show by artists on
the BGSU faculty and staff.
Faculty Artist Series:
Daniel Burdick, tuba
3 p.m.

10a.m.-4 p.m.
Willard Wankelman Gallery,
Fine Arts Center
This exhibit showcases the screen
prints of seven internationally
known artists.
Faculty-Staff Exhibition

Faculty Artist Series:
Daniel Lippel, guitar

Men's Basketball
at Ball State

Moore Musical Arts Center

9 p.m.-2 a.m.
Eppler Gym
Come and support BSU in their
Dance, Marathon efforts.
Brown Bag Luncheon:
SISTERHOOD IN BLACK
SORORITIES
TBA

The Women's Center, 107
Hanna Hall
Sororities have always provided a
special place for African American women on campus,
ivith undergraduate and graduate
chapters having over 71,000 initiates. Michelle Love, Delta Sigma
Theta; jocelyn Mathis, Sigma
Gamma Rho Sorority; Zeta Alpha
Chapter and others will share
experiences of their sororities and
how they play a significant role.

Expanding Expressions:
Contemporary Master
Prints

Bryan Recital Hall,
Moore Musical Arts Center

Bryan Recital Hall,

Black Student Union
Dance Marathon
Fundraiser

10 a.m. -4 p.m.
Bryan Gallery, Fine Arts

Center
50rh annual show by artists on
the BGSU faculty and staff.
Education Abroad
Informational Session

3:30-4:30 p.m.
1103 Otfenhauer West
Learn about the many opportunities the Education Abroad
Program has to offer. Call 2-0309
for more information.
Women's Gymnastics
hosts Centenary College

7 pm.
F.ppler Complex
International Film SeriesMemories of
Underdevelopment

8:15 p.m.
Gish Film Theater
Directed by one of the central figures of New Latin American
Cinema, this landmark film is set
in the days leading to the 1962
missile crisis. It presents us with
a complicated picture of Cuban
society. The film's central and,
perhaps, emblematic character />
a womanizing member of the
landed gentry who chooses to
remain in Cuba after revolution
Based on F.dmundo Desnoes's.

This semester
The Campus Buzz
goes online!

10 a.m. -4 p.m.
Bryan Gallery, Fine Arts
Center
50th annual show by artists on
the BGSU faculty and staff.

8 p.m.

American Independent
Director series Eraserhead by David
Lynch
9 p.m.

107 Hanna Hall
10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Part of a bi-weekly film series
Willard Wankelman Gallery,
focusing on the first features
Fine Arts Center
This exhibit showcases the screen made by some of today's most
prints of seven internationally important independent filmmak
ITS. Sponsored by the Film
known artists.
Students Committee.

BGSU College
Republicans Meeting

10 a.m. -4 p.m.
Bryan Gallery, Fine Arts
Center
50th annual show by artists on
the BGSU faculty and staff.
Preschool Gymnastics
(Ages 3-5)
9 a.m.-lO a.m.

Expanding Expressions:
Contemporary Master
Prints

9 p.m.
BA116
Come and check out "the BEST
party on campus!" Our goal is to
educate and motive YOU - so get
involved'.

Faculty-Staff Exhibition

Fine Arts Center
This exhibit showcases the screen
prints of seven internationally
known artists.
Faculty-Staff Exhibition

GRE, GMAT, LSAT
Preparation
1 p.m.-5 p.m.
Preschool Gymnastics
(Ages 3-5)
9 a.m.-10 a.m.

Expanding Expressions:
Contemporary Master
Prints
10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Willard Wankelman Gallery,

7 p.m.
Muncie, Indiana

BLACK HISTORY MONTH
SPECIAL EDITION
Check out our Feb. 1 issue!

Event Listings with
a point...and a
click.
COMING SOON!

GETINVOLVED
Use these campus resources to stay active and up-to-date:
CAMPUS FACT LINE
(4191372-2445

UAO OFFICE LINE
(4l'») 372-2343

BGSU WEB CALENDAR OF EVENTS & DATES

http://even tvhgsu.edu/
BG NEWS PAGE THREE
CAMPUS RADIO STATIONS
Tune in to WFAL and WliGU for event news and coverage.
ASK YOUR R.A. WHAT'S HAPPENING ON CAMPUS

